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A security assessment model for crypto asset safekeeping

by Tim Braam

In this study we research crypto asset security by dissecting existing se-
curity systems, reviewing academic and grey literature and interviewing
experts. We then propose a model on crypto asset security and employ it
on well-knwown crypto asset safekeeping solutions. We validate the re-
sults with experts and elicit mass evaluation with our demonstrations and
release to the public.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

On 9 January 2009 Satoshi Nakamoto implemented and released the first bitcoin code.
The code was released as open source. It would be the first “cryptocurrency”, which is
a form of electronic cash. Fast forward to the present and the first cryptocurrency has
become popular and valuable. With it thousands of new cryptocurrencies have sprouted,
with a different degree of popularity and success.

Bitcoin, and other cryptocurrencies, rely on another technology that was first intro-
duced with bitcoin called blockchain [63]. A blockchain is a list of records which are
linked to each other using cryptographic methods. Each block contains a cryptographic
hash of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data [63]. The most important
characteristic of a blockchain is that it is a permanent way of recording that is resistant to
modification.

Cryptocurrencies are decentralized, meaning that there is no central authority. In-
stead cryptocurrencies utilize the blockchain’s distributed ledger technology maintained
through general consensus. Simply said, the ledger is what most of its users agree on.
The ledger keeps an overview of addresses and the number of cryptocurrencies they are
entitled to. Because cryptocurrencies are decentralized, they are not bound by borders
and can be sent and received around the globe.

Cryptocurrencies are “stored” in “wallets”. The term wallet refers to its physical coun-
terpart that is also used to store currency, however they function differently. “Wallets” do
not actually hold any currency, the ledger records how much cryptocurrency has been sent
a) to your address and b) from your address, the difference between those amounts is your
balance. That balance cannot be negative. Cryptocurrency wallets are pieces of software
capable of interacting with one or multiple blockchains. When creating a wallet, a private
key is created. From the private key a public key is derived. In turn the public key (along
with a checksum and information about the network) is transformed using a hash function
to create an address which is public. Because of cryptography, reversing that process is
nigh impossible. A private key is a digital signature when creating a transaction on the
blockchain. This signature confirms that the transaction comes from the user and prevents
the transaction from being altered after issuing. Most wallet services store your public and
private keys meaning that whoever has access to your wallet service with your account has
access to your crypto assets. When using a HD (deterministic) wallet [27, 84] users also
receive ten words (a seed) that can be used to create multiple private keys. Addresses of
HD wallets typically start with a 3 [27, 84]. Both public and private keys are long integer
numbers, often represented using Wallet Input Format (WIF) which uses both letters and
numbers. A sample private key is shown below [97].

Figure 1.1: A private key

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In short; wallets do not actually "hold cryptocurrency" but often store private keys.
Those private keys are a signature needed for transactions meaning they are what identi-
fies assets to an owner. There are different kinds of wallets. Losing private keys means
losing ownership of the assets. Now let us look at the ecosystem as a whole.

The cryptocurrency ecosystem is relatively young but is invested in immensely. At
the time of writing the market cap is over $226 billion 1. Most of that 226 billion is in
the hands of companies established in the year 2009 or later. These companies do not
have decades of experience in security. In addition, legislation has not caught up to the
possibilities of blockchain and cryptocurrencies. A large amount of money guarded by
startups inevitably attracts those with malicious intent. We are left with a risky young
ecosystem where not only price fluctuations are extreme, but cryptocurrencies are stolen
or lost every day.

Blockchain is one of the technological advancements that could impact our future.
Some examples include: First of all, voting using blockchain 2, possible because the
blockchain cannot be changed unless there is general consensus. This way citizens could
vote fast, secure and from wherever without needing to visit a voting booth. The votes
would be counted instantly and precisely. The second example is paying musicians every
time their music is played instantly 3 around the globe, without needing a subscription,
effectively cutting out the middlemen.

A risky young ecosystem, with great rewards and functionality is for many worth ex-
ploring. In this paper we will consider the nature of the cryptocurrency ecosystems as
well as the most common threats and weaknesses. We then attempt to create a model
that can help investors in determining the security of the environment they keep their in-
vestments in, and finally we demonstrate the model against some well-known providers
of cryptocurrency safekeeping giving investors some stepping stones in this dangerous
ecosystem.

In the next chapter we describe the context of crypto assets, wallets, legislation and
crime. Chapter 4 expands on the research methods used, including a description of our
literature review. In chapter 5 we describe the results from our interviews with experts.
The actual model is constructed in chapter 6, where all maturity levels are discussed and
created. We demonstrate the constructed model on some well-known providers of crypto
asset safekeeping in chapter 7. Finally, we discuss the findings, validity, accuracy, practi-
cality and further research in chapter 8 and finish with our conclusion in chpater 9.

1www.Coinmarketcap.com
2https://www.voteaustralia.org.au/blockchain_voting
3https://musicoin.org/
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Chapter 2

Context

Pseudonymity is in the nature of blockchain and the cryptocurrencies that were built on
it. Pseudonymity is a word derived from pseudonym, which means “false name”. Cryp-
tocurrency holders hold their assets under a pseudonym, in the case of cryptocurrency that
pseudonym is their public address. If your pseudonym is not linked to your legal identity
you remain anonymous.

Because of this high measure of anonymity cryptocurrencies have been a popular target
for hackers and social engineers. If they succeed in stealing an amount of cryptocurrency
and manage to keep their legal identity from being linked to their public adresses they re-
main anonymous. Just in the first half of 2018, around US $1.1 billion in cryptocurrency
was stolen [79]. Additionally, there are services and methods to obscure the transaction
streams making them hard to trace [29]. It should be mentioned that some blockchains
use technologies and methods to improve anonymity (E.g. zCash [2]).
Even if an address that holds stolen funds can be connected to a legal identity there are var-
ious legal issues that make it very hard to get stolen assets back to their rightful owner [7].
First of all, most stolen funds are not even reported because the lack of trust in retrieval
by the original owner. And secondly, cryptoassets can easily cross borders. Before the
relevant authorities are involved and evidence is gathered the assets are often moved. Be-
cause of these reasons reactive methods of securing cryptoassets are very unreliable.

Over the years numerous exchanges have been broken into [50, 94, 101], and thou-
sands of users have lost their cryptocurrency. Often the human is the weakest link [54],
and funds are stolen due to negligence on the user’s part. However, in some of the most
notable heists, weak points in technology were used to gain access [72,100]. A few exam-
ples made use of libraries in languages such as Javascript and Solidity, the programming
language for smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. These libraries can be mali-
cious or contain a small error that can be abused [37,72,81,100]. 2-Factor authentication
using SMS to identify a user on their mobile phone has also proven insufficient, as hack-
ers gained access to the telecommunication network and rerouted the SMS to their phone
instead [64]. This method is also vulnerable to social engineering [40, 54], hackers can
impersonate you and ask for a new sim card at your cellular carrier store [3, 56].

Web wallets may use ads or analytics which can be abused by those with malicious
intent. Software wallets rely on the safety of the environment in which they run, and
cold wallets can be stolen, lost or destroyed. Web and mobile wallets often have no ded-
icated servers, which can cause critical downtimes [89] and is a general vulnerability [66].

2.1 Different wallet providers

We divide wallet providers in three categories; Virtual Currency Exchange Providers
(VCEPs), Custodian Wallet Providers (CWPs) and Wallet Providers (WPs). VCEPs are
online exchange platforms where cryptocurrencies can be traded against other cryptocur-

3



CHAPTER 2. CONTEXT

rencies or fiat currencies, examples of well-known VCEPs are Binance.com,
Huobi.com and Coinbase.com. CWPs provide their clients with a safekeeping service
where they hold their crypto assets for them. This service is often supplied with regular
reports and analysis. Some examples of well-known CWPs are BitGo.com and Gem-
ini.com. Finally, WPs provide their clients with a wallet in which they themselves can
keep their crypto assets safe. Some examples of well known-wallets are Exodus and
Edge.

The current ecosystem is attractive to investors because of the sharp rises in value, but
there are dangers that are overlooked in the face of profit. When investing in crypto assets,
for instance, investors need to use VCEPs to exchange fiat currency for cryptocurrency.
VCEPs, because of their role as facilitators between owners of cryptocurrency, keep the
private keys of their owners to themselves to facilitate transactions in a fast, secure and
smooth fashion. Unfortunately, this means that a large amount of cryptocurrency is in
the hands of a single party, which makes that party very attractive to hackers and social
engineers or other malicious parties. In the current situation investing in cryptocurrency
immediately puts your investments in a risky place, depending partly on the VCEP in
question. Additional effort and knowledge is needed to send that investment elsewhere,
to wallet provided by a CWP or a WP. And even then, an investor needs to be privy to
the strengths and weaknesses of those CWPs and WPs in order to improve the security of
their investments. Unfortunately, there does not exist a tool except for extensive investi-
gation to help investors in that regard. Searching for “best wallet” or “most secure wallet”
will result in unreliable blog posts based on a whim, or simply return the most popular
ones.

2.2 Different cryptocurrencies

At the time of writing there are over 2400 cryptocurrencies. Those cryptocurrencies can
roughly be categorized in three categories; Bitcoin, altcoins (alternative-coins) and within
those altcoins there are stablecoins.

Bitcoin was the first cryptocurrency and by far the largest. At the time of writing, of
the 226 billion invested in cryptocurrencies, 66% is invested in Bitcoin 1. For most other
currencies goes; when Bitcoin loses value other cryptocurrencies lose value. When Bit-
coin gains value other cryptocurrencies gain value.

Altcoins are alternative (coins) to Bitcoin [16]. Sometimes they use (nearly) identical
code but differ just in name. However, more often they distinguish themselves with a
different business model and code. Altcoins can use different consensus algorithms, use
different block sizes, hashing algorithms or block processing speed to name the most im-
portant ones. A consensus algorithm is needed when computing is distributed such as in a
blockchain. Agents need to have a process to agree on the next block in a blockchain. The
consensus algorithms currently used by different altcoins are proof of authority, proof of
stake, proof of work and proof of space. Differences in block size have an impact on the
amount of information that can be stored in a single block while block processing speed
impacts the speed new blocks are processed. Faster block processing impacts the time
needed for a transaction to be confirmed.

Stablecoins are cryptocurrencies that are pegged to a fiat currency such as the Ameri-
can dollar or the European Euro [51]. There are two kinds of stablecoins, those that are

1www.Coinmarketcap.com
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CHAPTER 2. CONTEXT

redeemable in currency, commodities or fiat money are said to be backed while those that
are tied to an algorithm are said to be seignorage-style (not backed) [51].

Different VCEPs, CWPs and WPs support different cryptocurrencies. In this paper we
take on the different kinds of providers’ point of view when investigating the amount of
security of investments. We will not consider security from each cryptocurrency’s point
of view because of the immense scope and variety. However, our model should be gen-
erally applicable from the perspective of other cryptocurrencies as all of them need to be
kept by the same providers.

2.3 Cryptocurrency governance

Cryptocurrencies are relatively young and so is their governance. Some countries have
created legislation aimed at the cryptocurrency ecosystem, such as Japan, South Korea,
the United States, Bermuda, Malta and the EU while others have not yet implemented
specialized legislation. Even in the countries with specialized legislation the approach
taken differs [1, 12, 87].

In this study we will take a high-level approach on governance, differentiating between
countries with specialized legislation, countries with early generation specialized legisla-
tion and countries that have not yet implemented specialized legislation. We have chosen
this level of approach due to the scale of governance variety, general applicability of the
model and the limited time of existence of specialized governance.

5



Chapter 3

Research Method

In this research we will be making use of design science which is described as follows:
“Design science is fundamentally a problem-solving paradigm. It seeks to create innova-
tions that define the ideas, practices, technical capabilities and products through which
the analysis, design, implementation, management and use of information systems can
be effectively and efficiently accomplished” (von Alan et al., 2004). In this research the
purpose will be to create an artifact which should help resolving a problem. As such it is
design science research.

In this research we considered using the design science cycle by Wieringa [98] and the
design science research methodology (DSRM) [69]. After consideration we have chosen
to use the DSRM which is better suited to our research goal.

Figure 3.1: The DSRM process model

3.1 Problem identification and motivation

In this research we attempt to identify and solve a problem relevant to science, the KAS
bank and our personal interest. With our personal interest piqued by the cryptocurrency
ecosystem and the limited scientific coverage on that ecosystem we are mostly limited by
problems relevant to the KAS bank.

Recently clients of the KAS bank, a custodian bank based in the Netherlands, have
been interested in investing in cryptocurrencies. The KAS bank does not support cryp-
tocurrency custody at the time of writing. Because of the interest of their clients in the
ecosystems they may, however, start to do so in the future. In the meantime, the bank
wants to start with being able to advise their clients on investments. As a custodian bank
their service is mostly focused on secure stable investments.

Stability is not something inherent to cryptocurrencies, except for stablecoins pegged

6



CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHOD

to fiat currencies. However, advising investors about security of their investments is pos-
sible. There are no frameworks to do so yet, with most searches returning blog posts
without clear rationale. As described earlier in the context the ecosystem is known to be
risky to investors. That is why in this paper we attempt to create a crypto asset safekeeping
security assessment model to arm investors with when entering the ecosystem.

3.2 Define the objectives for a solution

After consultation with the KAS bank we have defined the objectives for a solution to the
problems we have previously outlined. We hereby establish the following goals; 1) our
framework should be of practical use by investors in the ecosystem, 2) information needed
to use our framework should be gatherable within reasonable means, 3) the framework
should provide a clear, high-level overview of the offered security.

These objectives translate to the following research question: How can we model the
security of a crypto asset safekeeping provider? With sub questions for our defined
objectives.

• What are the design characteristics of a model that depicts the offered security by a
crypto asset safekeeping provider?

• What is the scope of information we can use that is attainable by investors?

• What are the requirements of a usable crypto asset safeekeeping security assessment
model?

We will answer these questions and abide by their answers in the rest of our research.
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3.3 Design and development

3.3.1 Design

Design-wise we opted to use the Information Security Focus Area Maturity (ISFAM)
pattern as proposed by Mijnhardt et al. [58]. The ISFAM model was developed to aid
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in making incremental improvement in informa-
tion security. The ISFAM model is a focus area-oriented maturity model as proposed by
Steenbergen et al. [95]. The rationale behind this decision is a) maturity is decided by
the lowest level capability, an attribute shared by the reality of security engineering, b) it
allows us to provide a model with an overview of the security offered in different process
areas with different capabilities and c) it can provide developers with a set of requirements
when developing a wallet service or increasing the security of one. Finally, the ISFAM
model objective is similar to our own. The SMEs in the research by Mijnhardt et al. [58]
are the exchange, custodian wallet and wallet providers in ours.

In focus area-oriented maturity models there are different levels measured by clusters
of features called Key process Areas [59]. Key process areas in turn have capabilities as
visualized in figure 2. Implemented capabilities are shown on different maturity levels
with the characters A, B and C. More characters are addes when there are more capabili-
ties.

Key process areas will be depicted on the Y-axis and maturity levels on the X-axis. In
our model we will make use of 10 maturity levels, categorized in 5 safety classes. These
5 classes are unsafe, lacking, relatively safe, safer and optimized. The reason we use 10
maturity levels with 5 categories is that allows to distinguish implemented capabilities
with greater accuracy. Implemented capabilities that both are a threshold for the unsafe
class can now be depicted to have a larger or smaller impact than the other because of the
two levels of maturity available to each class.

Figure 3.2: A maturity model with 10 maturity levels and example capabilities

3.3.2 Development

Development of an artifact in design science is a loop of developing and evaluating. [55].
These two steps are visualised below in the comprehensive framework by Hevner et al.
[96] Information Systems Research Framework for Design Science. We have divided
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the first development process in four phases relying on foundations and methodologies
from the knowledge base. In phase I we apply feature modelling, a technique we use
to dissect information systems [21]. In phase II we use multiple literature reviews on
different perspectives. We use the knowledge of the dissected features from phase I to aid
us. Phase 3 and 4 are development phases. In phase 3 we consruct the backbone of our
model, a list of candidate key process areas. In phase 4, using all of the information from
phases I&II and the list of candidate key process areas we develop our artifact, the crypto
asset security maturity assessment model.

Figure 3.3: The Information Systems Research Framework
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Phase I: Feature modelling

In phase 1 we use feature modelling in order to a) discover and b) learn about the different
components that influence the security of crypto asset safekeeping providers. A simple
example of a feature model 1 is shown below.

Figure 3.4: Example of a feature model concerning an e-shop

The E-shop, in this case, is the root feature. An e-shop has to have a catalogue, pay-
ment option and security in order to function. Explanation on the cardinality of feature
models:

• Mandatory means that a child feature is required.

• Optional means that a child feature is optional.

• OR means that at least one, but all of them are also possible, child feature is required.

• Alternative means that one child feature is required and no more than one.

After learning about the different components, we decide if a) the component has a direct
impact on security, b) information on the component can be retrieved with reasonable
means and c) the provider has a large influence on the component.

The reason we inspect the impact on security is because some features may have a cor-
relation with security but no (direct) causation. For example, let us consider the platform
a crypto asset safekeeping service is based on. Is Linux safer than Windows, or are users
using Linux generally more knowledgeable users than Windows users? Is Linux safer
because Windows is being used more and as such malicious software is developed more
for Windows? We attempt to collect factors that have a more direct impact on security
without over-generalizing.

Availability of information on a component is required if we want the model to be
usable by investors. If the information our model requires cannot be retrieved, the model
is unusable. This means that we do not consider some parts of security such as internal
security audits and staff training although these are important to running and keeping a
service secure.

1commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:E-shopFM.jpg
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Finally, the provider has to have a certain influence on the component it uses. Without
influence there is nothing the provider can do to improve the security. For example, in-
vesting in cryptocurrency is risky because of the large rises and drops in value. That risk
is not something that can be influenced by a crypto asset safekeeping provider.

Phase II: Literature Research

We search for literature using four perspectives; general, technical, attacker and gover-
nance.

A general search on the subject we research provides us with the general knowledge
needed to understand the ecosystem. The technical perspective keywords are derived
from the feature models and what we learned in our initial general search allowing us
to search for the technical details of components involved in crypto asset security. The
third perspective focusses on attackers. We search for literature and grey literature on
attacks on the security of crypto asset safekeeping providers. Past attacks provide us with
valuable information on security such as vulnerabilities in security, the strength or weak-
ness of different components and other practices that are actively abused. Finally, the
fourth perspective, governance, is focused on the governance situation in countries and
their legislation concerning cryptocurrencies. With the amount of anonymity native to
the cryptocurrency ecosystem, the security provided by the government and legislation is
a factor to investors. If there is no governance or legislation, providers of crypto asset
safekeeping solutions could just run with the crypto assets they were supposed to keep
safe after all. We study the level of governance and the legislation world-wide. We expect
a large amount of our sources to be government papers and financial task force documen-
tation, which is grey literature.

We use a structured literature review on search words derived from our feature mod-
els, which is the technical perspective. However, our other three perspectives do not allow
for a structured literature review. The general perspective’s purpose is mostly to describe
the context of our research and the problem statement, both documented mostly by grey
literature instead of academic literature. The attacker perspective is used in creating the
security assessment model but is derived from grey literature that does not allow for a
strictly structured literature review either. In order to deliver an applicable model without
a structured literature review on two of the three perspectives we validate what we de-
rive from grey literature with experts. The general perspective is not directly used in the
construction of our model, but the fourth perspective, governance, is. We consider grey
literature commissioned by governing bodies and financial task forces to be trustworthy
enough to implement their information in our model.

Our general search concerns the main topics of blockchain, cryptocurrency, custody,
wallets, security, crime, software and authentication. We use combinations of keywords
as depicted in the table below (table 3.1). Query tables show the OR and AND opera-
tors. Queries are executed using every single search words and in combination with every
search word with the operator AND. When a search words has an operator OR either one
of the two search words is included in our query and not both. For example some search
queries we executed that are depicted in table 3.1 are: Blockchain, Custody, (Blockchain
OR Cryptocurrency) AND Custody, Wallets, (Blockchain OR Cryptocurrency OR Wal-
lets) AND Custody and so on. We inspect the first 60 results (3 pages) generated by
Google scholar and Google, as results on further pages are not related closely enough.
We eliminate results from dubious sources such as blogs, forums and outdated material.
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Information that is mentioned in multiple places is traced to the source or most descriptive
source. For instance, when something important happens in the cryptocurrency ecosys-
tem, and one of the dedicated news outlets publishes an article about it, other outlets will
often publish a copy, or worse, an edited version. Sometimes we are forced to use a copy
if, for example, the original is in Korean or Japanese.
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Blockchain - OR AND OR AND AND AND AND
Cryptocurrency - - AND AND AND AND AND AND

Custody - - - AND AND AND AND AND
Wallets - - - - AND AND AND AND
Security - - - - - AND AND AND
Crime - - - - - - OR OR

Software - - - - - - - AND
Authentication - - - - - - - -

Table 3.1: General perspective queries

The literature review for our technical perspective uses search words derived from feature
models (ch.4.1) and our general literature review. Search engines used are Google Scholar
and Scopus. We only inspect the first two pages (40 results) as further pages are not related
closely enough. Below is a table representing the queries. We eliminated results that a)
did not describe the keyword we searched for, b) were related but not closely enough, c)
described the same thing or d) were not published in a trusted place. Finally, we read the
remaining research and used a forward and backward search on the literature cited in the
research we considered useful in order to build the list of literature we use in this research.
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Cryptography - OR OR OR AND AND OR AND AND
Social Engineering - OR OR AND AND OR AND AND

Encryption - - - OR AND AND OR AND AND
Hashing - - - - AND OR OR AND AND
Mobile - - - - AND OR AND AND

Biometric - - - - - OR AND AND
Digital Signature - - - - - AND AND

Security - - - - - - - - AND
Standards - - - - - - - - -

Table 3.2: Technical perspective queries
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Third, the literature search that focusses on attacks on services in the cryptocurrency
ecosystem works in much the same way as our general literature review. We take a look
at the first 60 results, eliminate doubles and those with a dubious source. We backtrack
through sources of read articles to the original source if we can. In this review our purpose
is to find the weak link that allowed the attackers to pull off their attack.
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Cryptocurrency - OR AND AND AND
Bitcoin - AND AND AND
Stolen - - - OR OR
Lost - - - - OR

Frozen - - - -

Table 3.3: Attackers perspective queries

Finally, the fourth literature review focusses on governance. We use Google and focus
on the first 60 results. We focus our search through governing bodies and specialized
websites that we consider highly trusted. For instance, we search through the entire finan-
cial action task force (FATF) website, because it is an official global leader of anti-money
laundering governance and legislation. Likewise, we study the contents of all of the re-
ports released by Ciphertrace 2 , a website solely focused on reporting about the state of
cryptocurrency legislation and governance. Other sources of information are other inter-
national and national financial taskforces.
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Cryptocurrency - AND AND AND AND
Legislation - AND OR OR

Anti-money laundering - - - AND AND
Financial task force - - - - OR

Governance - - - -

Table 3.4: Governance perspective queries

2Ciphertrace.com
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Phase III. Key process discovery

KPAs or Key Process Areas are “A cluster of related practices in an area that, when imple-
mented collectively, satisfies a set of goals considered important for making improvement
in that area" [59]. In our model, the different KPAs will satisfy the goal of security.

Constructing our list of key process areas is spread out over the design and develop-
ment, evaluation and communication phases of the DSRM that, like we explained before,
are repeated multiple times in this research. When we discover a candidate key process
area, we present the process area below the research that provided us with that insight.
These tables look like this:

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Candidate key process area [35, 53, 63, 97] The category the ckpa belongs

to
A short description on the ckpa. This description
usually explains why we consider the process area
important to security.

Table 3.5: Example kpa candidacy

In the design and development phase a candidate key process area shortlist is created. At
the beginning of this phase that list is empty. During this phase we constantly add clusters
of related practices when we find them during feature modelling, general, technical and
attacker literature review. These candidate key process areas may be added, changed or
removed at any step in this phase. When we arrive at the end of the design and develop-
ment phase the first time, we now have our first iteration of a candidate key process area
shortlist.

We then construct an iteration of our model in the last step of the design and devel-
opment phase, which we will describe in more detail later. Now that the design and
development phase is concluded we start the next phase; evaluation. In this phase we talk
with experts about the current model and the current candidate key process area short-
list. Experts are asked for a) their opinion on the current candidate key process areas and
which ones to add, change or remove, b) the maturity levels and their assigned capabili-
ties.

With the added, changed or removed candidate key process areas we then construct a
new candidate key process area shortlist which we use in a new iteration of the model. At
times in the DSRM process we communicate an iteration of that model to a larger audi-
ence and collect feedback. That feedback is used to once again add, change or remove
candidate key process areas after which we end up with a new iteration of the CKPA short-
list. Although we drop the candidate in candidate key process area in the last iteration of
the shortlist, which is included in this research, in reality the key process area shortlist
is not perfect and will undergo more change in the future. This means the key process
area shortlist will always remain a candidate list, and the process of adding, changing and
removing continuous throughout this research.

Phase IV: Model construction

In the last phase we start constructing the crypto asset security maturity assessment model.
We already specified the information security focus area maturity pattern we will use, the
ten maturity levels and their 5 security classes. In phase 3 we have constructed a list
of KPAs. These KPAs are entered in the focus area-oriented maturity model which now
leaves us with deciding on the capabilities and their assigned maturity levels.

Implemented capabilities are assigned according to our literature review, multiple in-
terviews with experts and mass feedback gathered in the communication phase of the
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DSRM. The development step of the DSRM is revisited multiple times and the model
constructed in this phase has had 11 relevant iterations at the time of writing, not counting
iterations focused on layout or readability.

3.4 Demonstration

This step is about testing the artifact to solve the problem or several instances of it. In this
case, the cryptoasset model will be used to measure the security of several popular virtual
currency exchange providers, custodian wallet providers and wallet providers.

Demonstration is used to a) test the usability of the model, b) elicit feedback from
stakeholders and c) prove the usefulness of the model.

We have stated earlier that the model should be usable by investors. If information
required to use the model cannot be discovered with reasonable means and our descrip-
tion in doing so we need to adjust our model until it can. We add one condition to this
restriction, which is that this restriction is not considered if the information required does
not matter in acquiring a higher maturity level. For instance, if a technical KPA can struc-
turally not be discovered for multiple providers of a certain kind but that kind of provider
cannot acquire a higher level of maturity with or without that missing information.

Demonstrating our model can be used as an elicitation technique in order to gather
meaningful feedback. Stakeholders, be they investors, developers or providers can agree
or disagree and may be more inclined to provide feedback. In the later iterations of our
model the model should be becoming increasingly accurate. We can then compare the re-
sults of our demonstration with the representation in other media. If that yields a relevant
difference, we consider our goal of informing investors at least partially completed and
the model useful.

3.5 Evaluation

Although evaluation is officially step 5 in the DSRM, we re-visit the construction, demon-
stration, evaluation and communication steps multiple times during this research.

Following each iteration of our constructed model we interview an expert on the sub-
ject. Depending on his or her opinion we return to the construction step. By communi-
cating and publishing the model and our demonstration we provoke mass feedback.

3.6 Communication

Communicating this research will be done by releasing the model to the public, online for
everyone to use. Feedback gathered on the website can be used as second evaluation and
be incorporated in the final model. Steps 3-6 are repeated every iteration of the model.

Communicating is done in earlier stages by sending the model to experts and demon-
strating the model to our peers.
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Chapter 4

Model Development

4.1 Feature Modeling

In order to know what we should search for in literature and grey literature we must first
understand what crypto asset safekeeping security consists of. To do this we start with
dissecting crypto asset safekeeping methods using feature modelling. We have created
multiple feature models of different safekeeping providers in order to determine what
features are important. We then discard features that cannot be controlled by the Virtual
Currency Exchange Providers (VCEPs), Custodian Wallet Providers (CWPs) and Wallet
providers (WPs). The list of features that remain will be added to the search for literature.

We selected a range of existing security methods with increasing complexity. Below
are the feature models we have constructed. All models except the last, most complex
model, can be found in Appendix B. The most complex model will be textually described
first, followed by its feature model (figure 4.1).

• A method using only pincode authentication. We modelled an existing software
wallet requiring a pincode.

• A method using either a pincode or a fingerprint for authentication. In this case we
have moddeled a software wallet on a mobile device which can be unlocked by either
a pincode or fingerprint. The wallet itself does not require authentication.

• A method using 2-factor authentication with both a password and a pincode. In this
case the password is needed to login a windows computer, the pincode is required to
access the software wallet installed on the windows computer.

• A 2-factor authentication method using SMS as one of the two authentication factors.

• A wallet with an escrow multisignature setup requiring two out of three parties to
approve transactions (Figure 4.1).

4.1.1 Escrow two out of three feature model

The online computer is protected by two step verification, one step being the windows
password and the second a pin code for the online wallet service. The air gapped offline
computer only requires a pin code for the wallet software and runs on windows. The
mobile device requires a pin code or a fingerprint.

The online computer requires a password to log in. Windows passwords are hashed
by two hash functions; LMHash and NTHash. LMHash is based on DES but provides
less protection. NTHash is based on MD4. Now let us look at the pin code. Pin codes
are usually between 4-8 numbers, and as such are more prone to brute force techniques
simply because there are fewer options. As such hashing does not help much, even if you
hash the pin code, those that know what hashing algorithm was used can still brute force
the pin code simply because of its simplicity. So, if you want to be safe, the way to go
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is to encrypt the hashes with a private key that is stored in a different location from the
hashes. Another way to go about this is neglecting the encryption and hashing altogether
and be very sure that nobody is going to get access to the database.

The air-gapped offline computer is protected by a PIN code in the wallet software and
runs windows. The difference here is that the PIN code is not required by Windows but
by the wallet software. Additionally, the wallet in this case is software running on the
local machine and not an online wallet service. As such the PIN code will not be stored
in an online database, but locally. Because a PIN code set on wallet software serves to
keep people out who already have access to the device, we can assume that not hashing
or encrypting the PIN code when saving it locally is not a realistic option.

The mobile device can be unlocked by either entering a PIN code or by fingerprint.
Because a mobile device should be unlockable when there is no internet connection PIN
codes and fingerprint data is stored locally. The place where they are stored however, is
different. Biometric data needs to be stored very securely because users cannot change
their biometric data for the rest of their lives. As such, biometric data on mobile devices
is stored securely in a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [85] which essentially is
a separated and isolated area of hardware with in-and output protection running on a
specialized OS. The fingerprint is hashed using device, user and time specific data.

Explanation on the cardinality of feature models: 1) Mandatory means that a child
feature is required, 2) optional means that a child feature is optional, 3) OR means that at
least one, but all of them are also possible, child feature is required, 4) alternative means
that one child feature is required and no more than one.
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Figure 4.1: A complex crypto asset security setup using escrow 2 out of 3 feature model
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After modelling the multisignature solution seen on the last page we have gathered a list
of components required when securing a wallet solution. Table 4.1 shows the components
we think we should research and which components we discard. We shortly describe the
feature and the reason behind our action in the rationale column.

Feature Action Rationale
Authentication protocol Research Authentication and identification protocols are indispensable to access control.

Encryption Research There are multiple encryption families with multiple encryption algorithms. Not all of them
offer the same level of security. Providers often use encryption in their services.

Platform Discard There are multiple platforms (i.e. windows, mac, linux, mobile, web) wallets can run on.
Platforms are customizable by users and do not translate into security directly.

Server Research All (online) services are hosted on a server. We should find out what the differences are.
Programming languages Discard Programming languages have different qualities. Programmers have different level of

skills. Some programming languages are better suited to certain goals. Additionally
inspecting code is impossible for investors due to lack of expertise and access to the actual
code. As was the case with platform there are too many factors playing a role that judging
on programming language would be overgeneralizing.

Hashing Research Hashing has different hashing families with different hashing algorithms varying in
security just like encryption does. Which algorithms are secure and why? Moreover, which
are less secure and why?

Digital signature Research Sometimes services use a digital signature when communicating. When are digital
signatures used, which algorithms are there and how secure are they?

Database Research A Databases store important information that should be kept safe. What is secure database
management and what isn’t?

Table 4.1: Discovered features

4.2 Literature Review

4.2.1 General perspective

The research goal in this study is the defining of a crypto asset safekeeping security ma-
turity assessment model. Knowledge needed to do so, covers the fields of security engi-
neering, cryptography, social and security hacking, blockchain, cryptocurrency and wallet
soft-and hardware.

Security engineering is the specialized field of engineering that deals with the security
aspect of the designing of systems [54]. The security aspects need to be able to with-
stand disruptions from sources ranging from malicious attacks to natural disasters. The
information we are looking for from this specialized field of engineering are the security
mechanisms and technologies used today and what sort of disruptions they are supposed
to protect a system against.

Cryptography is the practice and study in ways of communicating securely [44]. Cryp-
tography used to be based on encryption, conversion of readable text to nonsense. In the
current day and age cryptographic methods are based on mathematical theories and de-
signed around computational hardness assumptions. Where encryption was defeated by
hand historically, nowadays these algorithms are solved by computers, which is why in
turn the design of new algorithms is focused on not being solvable in a relevant times-
pan by those same computers. However, with computer technology advancing rapidly
algorithms that may have once been safe, or still are, may be rendered useless before the
computers of the future [93].

Hacking is the act of gaining access to systems. In this research we will pay attention
to two categories; social hacking (also called social engineering) [40] and security hack-
ing [37, 56, 64, 66, 72]. Security hacking is the use of bugs and exploits to gain access
to a system, while social hacking uses psychology and clever tricks on humans to do the
same. This information is needed to judge how secure security technologies are.

A blockchain is a growing list of blocks linked by cryptography. Each block con-
tains a hash of the previous block, which is a cryptographic code used to map larger
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data, a timestamp and a certain amount of transaction data [44,63]. Blockchains are what
cryptocurrencies are built on, and the network wallets communicate with. In order to un-
derstand the ecosystem in which wallets operate we need knowledge of the blockchains
they work on.

A cryptocurrency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange on a
blockchain [63]. Cryptocurrencies are many and differentiate in the way they work and
what they focus on. The idea behind cryptocurrencies is that they are completely decen-
tralized in control, although many cryptocurrencies diverted from complete decentraliza-
tion. Information on these cryptocurrencies is needed to know what exactly the nature is
of the assets we are trying to protect.

Wallet soft-and hardware are the products and services to communicate and transfer
cryptoassets on a blockchain [53]. There are five types of wallets: hardware wallets, pa-
per wallets, desktop wallets, mobile wallets and web wallets [53]. They offer different
kind of services and use different technologies to secure their products. They represent
the current situation in cryptoasset security, which makes them essential in this research.

There are a few characteristics to cryptocurrency and investing in cryptocurrency that
are unique to the ecosystem. These characteristics are often overlooked by those new to
the ecosystem but are in fact very important.

The first characteristic, and the one that caught the eye of most investors in the first
place, is the explosiveness of its value. In the chart below we can see the value of the
best-known cryptocurrency, Bitcoin.

Figure 4.2: The value of Bitcoin (BTC) over its entire lifespan

Source: Coinmarketcap.com

Bitcoin rose in a couple of years from being worth nearly $0, to a peak of $19.710. Shortly
after that peak, however, it dropped a staggering ∼$13.000 to $6.479 in mid-February, a
drop in value of ∼77%. Although more gradually the cryptocurrency would continue to
lose value until April.
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Figure 4.3: The largest drop in BTC history, December 2017 to February 2018

Source: Coinmarketcap.com

Although this drop in value is the largest to date, when you look at the percentages these
rises and drops are nothing new to Bitcoin. In June 2011 Bitcoin was worth $32 but fell
back to about $2 a few months later, a drop of 94%. Towards the end of 2013 Bitcoin rose
to new heights when the value of a single Bitcoin was $1200. Due to China’s conclusion
that Bitcoin was not a currency, restrictions worldwide and the famous implosion of Mt
Gox the price got in a slump bottoming out at $150 over 411 days which was a tumble
of about 87%. Earlier that year, in April, Bitcoin rose to $260 in a matter of days, but
managed to drop back to $45 in two days, a decline of 83% [24]. Although we only look
at Bitcoin here, there are strong ties to other cryptocurrencies which are also subject to
these rises and drops. The only types of cryptocurrencies not affected are so called “sta-
blecoins” which are pegged to the value of a FIAT-currency such as the American dollar
or the European Euro [73].

Money can be made by investing at the right moment, but the opposite is also true,
and an investment may devaluate by half or more in just a couple of days or even hours.
Because of this reason some investors have stop-loss orders in place [28]. Stop-loss or-
ders trigger when a cryptocurrency drops to a certain price which can be specified by
the investor. Not all exchanges allow for stop-loss orders, and other investors do not use
them because they can also trigger when you do not want them to. In case of a flash crash
caused by a bug a stop-loss may trigger, even though the value bounces back directly after,
effectively losing investors’ money. However, using stop-loss orders, or not, investors are
dependent on the exchange they use. There have been cases in the past where exchanges
froze the trading of certain cryptocurrencies during massive price rises or drops [57], or
where a flash crash happened [15] triggering stop losses.

The second characteristic of cryptocurrencies are the exchanges they are traded on.
We already mentioned the stop-loss dilemma and freezes that may happen on these plat-
forms, but there are more characteristics unique to the trading platforms in the cryptocur-
rency ecosystem. Exchanges do not earn their revenue by investing in cryptocurrency
themselves, although they have a very large amount of it because they control the cryp-
tocurrency of all their users. This is not the case for decentralized exchanges, where users
control their own private keys [9], however, there currently is only one real decentralized
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exchange. Exchanges earn most revenue by charging money on FIAT deposit and with-
drawal, a transaction fee on every transaction, offering extended service or functions to
PRO users and listing fees. Listing fees are paid by companies who would want to list
their cryptocurrency for trade on an exchange. Listing fees on exchanges with higher
trading volumes can ask for higher listing fees. However, because exchanges have con-
trol over the cryptocurrency of their users, they can artificially inflate the trading volume,
allowing them to inflate their listing fees. In recent research by Bitwise [4] only 10 out of
83 exchanges did not artificially inflate their trading volume, those 10 accounts for 5% of
the reported trading volume. The other 73 exchanges wash trade to some extent to inflate
their trading volume and listing fees. Wash trading is buying or selling a stock for the
express purpose of misleading the market and was banned in the Commodity Exchange
act of 1936. Also included in that act was that brokers are not allowed to profit from wash
trading, even if they are not involved themselves. However, no cryptocurrency exchanges
have been fined or sued yet for wash trading. In conclusion, exchanges cannot and should
not be trusted to the extent of regular brokers and exchanges as they are not (yet) regulated
in the same way.

The third characteristic concerns the blockchain, the distributed ledger technology
cryptocurrencies exist on. A blockchain, as the name suggests, is a chain of records
called blocks. Blocks are linked to one another using cryptography. Each block contains
a hash of the previous block as well as a timestamp and transaction data [44, 63]. As
more transactions take place the chain grows longer and longer. The ledger is constantly
synchronized between everyone who downloads it. Sometimes the community behind a
blockchain may decide a change to the protocol is needed. Because blockchains are de-
centralized updates cannot happen in an instant. What happens is a fork, either a soft fork
or a hard fork. When the protocol changes the nodes running the new rules will no longer
accept blocks with the old rules. In the case of a soft fork nodes running the old rules
will realize their blocks are not accepted anymore and update their protocol, in the end
resulting in one blockchain while the older one is abandoned [11]. In the figure below a
graphical representation is shown.

Figure 4.4: A soft fork

Source: https://applicature.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/a-soft-fork.jpg
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Soft forks usually happen when the community behind the blockchain is in favor of one
of the two versions of protocol. With insufficient support for the other, one of the two is
abandoned. However, in some cases there are supporters for both versions of protocol. In
this case neither of the chains are abandoned, this is called a hard fork. Figure 4.5 shows
a graphical representation of a hard fork.

Figure 4.5: A hard fork

Source: https://qph.fs.quoracdn.net/main-qimg-05e3c26fc5eacd057de2661cb240133f

A hard fork results in a phenomenon that is unique to investing in cryptocurrencies. Af-
ter a hard fork the cryptocurrency is split in two cryptocurrencies that may fluctuate in
value independently [11]. Because both cryptocurrencies share blocks before the hard
fork, anyone owning any cryptocurrency before said fork own the same amount of cryp-
tocurrency on both chains after the fork. Although, because of independently fluctuating
values, this does not mean that your investment has effectively doubled it does mean that
your investment has split in two. Now, what is important to this characteristic to investors
is that if they do not own the private keys to their cryptocurrencies the split-off currency
may not be handed to them. This means that a part of your investment is effectively taken.
When a hard fork is coming up it is important to control your own private keys. Parties
who not grant the power over private keys (VCEPs, CWPs) to their users should alert and
inform their users of the actions they as a company will take.

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Distribution of power [4, 9, 11, 15, 28, 73] Preventive VCEPs are not regulated the way traditional brokers are

(yet) and should not be trusted to the same extent.
Additionally, both VCEPs and CWPs do not allow for
control over your own private keys and may not hand over
split-off currency, inform and alert investors in case of a hard
fork and may freeze transactions or trigger stop losses.
Parties who do not allow control over your own private keys
are targets for hackers and insiders as they are the places
where most of the cryptocurrency gathers in one place.
Because of these reasons the distribution of power over the
private keys is very important to the security of investments
made in the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

Table 4.2: CKPA distribution of power
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4.3 Technical perspective

4.3.1 Authentication protocol

# Title Authors Year Source Cites Topic

[99]
The memorability and
security of passwords–some
empirical results

Yan, J., Blackwell,
A., Anderson, R., &
Grant, A

2000 University of Cambridge,
Computer Laboratory

149 Weakness of passwords

[25]
Secrets, lies, and account
recovery: Lessons from the
use of personal knowledge
questions at google.

Bonneau, J.,
Bursztein, E.,
Caron, I., Jackson,
R., & Williamson,
M.

2015 Proceedings of the 24th
international conference on
world wide web (pp.
141-150).

51 Weakness of passwords,
Weakness of security
questions.

[48]
Shoulder surfing attack in
graphical password
authentication.

Lashkari, A. H.,
Farmand, S.,
Zakaria, D,. Bin,
O,. & Saleh, D.

2009 arXiv preprint
arXiv:0912,0951.

113 weakness of passwords,
graphical password
authentication, shoulder
surfing.

[75]
Enhancing security and
privacy in biometrics-based
authentication systems.

Ratha, N. K.,
Connell, J. H., &
Bolle, R. M.

2001 IBM systems Journal, 40(3),
614-634.

1793 Weakness of passwords,
strengths and weaknesses of
different biometric
authentication protocols.

[49]
Security weaknesses and
improvements of a fingerprint
-based remote user
authentication scheme using
smart cards.

Yang, H. K., & An,
Y. H.

2012 International Journal of
Advancements in Computing
Technology, 4(1), 15-23.

256 Fingerprint authentication,
biometric authentication

[80]
Independent one-time
passwords.

Rubin, A. D. 1996 computing Systems, 9(1),
15-27.

123 One-time passwords

[65]
Comparing passwords,
tokens, and biometrics for
user authentication.

O’Gorman, L. 2003 Proceedings of the IEEE,
91(12), 2021-2040.

772 Authentication protocols

[91]
Face recognition on consumer
devices: Reflections on replay
attacks.

Smith, D. F.,
Wiliem, A., &
Lovell, B. C.

2015 IEEE Transactions on
Information Forensics and
Security, 10(4), 736-745.

65 Face recognition, biometric
authentication, replay attacks

[42]
Biometrics: a tool for
information security.

Jain, A. K., Ross,
A., & Pankanti, S.

2006 IEEE transactions on
information forensics and
security, 1(2), 125-143.

1145 Biometrics, multibiometrics

[31]
How iris recognition works. Daugman, J. 2009 The essential guide to image

processing (pp. 715-739).
4451 Iris recognition, biometrics

[68]
Preliminary study on iris
recognition system: Tissues of
body organs in iridology.

Othman, Z., &
Prabuwono, A. S.

2010 2010 IEEE EMBS
Conference on Biomedical
Engineering & Sciences
(IECBES 2010) (pp. 978-1).

16 Iris recognition, iris data and
medical information

[26]
Biometric authentication. Braghin, C. 2000 University of Helsinki,

Department of Computer
Science.

17 Biometrics, biometric
authentication protocols

[13]
Location-based kerberos
authentication protocol.

Abdelmajid, N. T.,
Hossain, M. A.,
Shepherd, S., &
Mahmoud, K.

2010 Computing (SocialCom),
2010 IEEE Second
International Conference on
(pp. 1099-1104). IEEE.

21 Location based
authentication, kerberos

[41]
Legal and ethical implications
of GPS vulnerabilities.

Iqbal, M. U., &
Lim, S.

2008 J. Int’l Com. L. & Tech., 3,
178.

24 Location based
authentication, GPS
vulnerabilities

[74]
Personal knowledge questions
for fallback authentication:
Security questions in the era
of Facebook.

Rabkin, A. 2008 Proceedings of the 4th
symposium on Usable privacy
and security (pp. 13-23).
ACM.

217 Security question
authentication

Table 4.3: literature list of the technical perspective - authentication

Authentication is the first step in access control. Authentication protocols can be divided
in three main categories: “something you know”, “something you have” and “something
you are”.

The best known and most used authentication protocols are the password and PIN-
code authentication protocols. These authentication options belong to the something you
know category. A password is a word you enter in order to gain access to something. A
PIN code is a number. PIN codes are weaker to brute force attacks because they limit
users to using only numbers, which reduces the pool of possible entries [99]. However,
because brute force attacks are very basic most services protect against them by limiting
the amount of times you can enter your password. Passwords that are stored can be stolen,
entering passwords anywhere is not resistant against a variety of technological and psy-
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chological attacks such as the man-in-the-middle attack or simple shoulder surfing [99].
Additionally, humans often find it hard to remember passwords and as such use very sim-
ple passwords [99].

As mentioned before, static passwords are not resistant to methods like wiretapping.
Hashed passwords are but are still vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks [25]. Another
weakness that is often abused is the need for a “forgot your password” option because
humans tend to forget their passwords. These forgot my password options often rely on
a secret question, or just send a link to your e-mail. Secret questions often are only few
and have been known to be prone to datamining techniques [25]. A link to your e-mail
means that if someone with malicious intent has control of your e-mail address that he or
she has access to any sites, services or software that use this kind of forgot your password
option [25].

Finally, we humans tend to reuse the same (often simple) password. This means that
if one of the services we use the password for is compromised, every service the same
password is used on is in danger [48].

Fingerprint authentication is the first protocol that uses biometric data that we will dis-
cuss. All biometric authentication protocols belong to the “something you are” category.
Fingerprints are much more secure than passwords. They are very hard to be stolen and
can almost not be lost [75]. They are very hard to forge, cannot be shared, easy to use and
just as fast or faster as passwords. However, in the case that a fingerprint is compromised
this means you lost that fingerprint for the rest of your life, as you cannot change your
fingerprint and only have 10 fingers [75].

Fingerprints cannot be guessed, or brute forced. Fingerprints are still vulnerable to
some kinds of man-in-the-middle attacks. For instance, the masquerade attack is when
a service pretends to be another service to ask for your fingerprint and then saves it. In-
tercepting traffic between the user and a trusted service is still possible as well, however
usually fingerprint scanners, and every other biometric scan, run on secured hardware to
prevent these attacks [49]. Another problem is the fact that hardware errors cannot be
solved by users. If the hardware that you are using does not recognize legitimate finger-
prints suddenly there is not much that can be done [65].

Face recognition, like fingerprint authentication, uses biometric data. It is very fast,
but not nearly as secure as fingerprint authentication. Hardware in the possession of the
public is not yet good enough. Additionally, a face may change with diet or age. A person
only has one face, which means that if it is stolen you cannot use another. A large amount
of the public has his or her face on the internet somewhere. As such the protocol is very
vulnerable to replay attacks, where a photo of the face is used to authenticate [91]. Face
recognition also suffers under different conditions of face position, illumination, accou-
trements and the complexity of a human’s face and its different expressions [42].

Irises, like fingerprints, can vary immensely and as such are very reliable for authenti-
cation. Irises are internal organs but are visible from the outside, they are protected from
the environment so well that they remain very stable. Compared to any other biometric
authentication protocol, irises can vary the most, and are the most stable over time. Addi-
tionally, as a small planar object it is relatively insensitive to angle, pose or illumination
and the small variation that does occur can be easily reversed [31]. There are downsides,
however. The iris contains so much information that even body constitution, genetically
inherited tendencies and weaknesses, health level and transitions in it during someone’s
life can be deduced from it. As such a powerful container of information it should be
valued very highly, which also makes it a lot worse to lose [68].
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Voice recognition, like face recognition, only works well on a very small sample group.
Like face recognition it suffers due to limited consumer hardware, maybe even more be-
cause the public usually values the quality of their camera above the quality of their mi-
crophone. Additionally, a voice’s pitch may change due to a user’s mood, whim, age and
environment. As such, it does pose less of a problem when lost. However, it is the easiest
biometric feature to steal [26], as recording someone can be done relatively easily without
being noticed.

Tokens are small hardware products used to authenticate a user. Tokens are one-time
passwords using hardware and belong to the something you have category together with
one-time passwords using software. They are expensive to the party that orders them, are
often lost and usually only authenticate the user only when initiating the connection. This
means that the connection can still be hijacked afterwards [80]. Tokens are very tamper
resistant and employ special hardware that disable the token when a certain threshold of
incorrect passwords is reached, or the token is tampered with (unprofessionally). Like
biometric authentication there is not much the user can do in case of hardware failure.
Additionally, because tokens are lost often there are cases of fake renewal petitions [65].
Because tokens are physical, they can be reverse engineered, cloned and spoofed. This
however, is not easy and requires extensive knowledge [70].

One-time passwords, using software instead of hardware, think of authenticator apps
on your phone, can be considered quite safe. The software generating the passwords often
employs protection that makes it very hard to tamper with. However, there is one major
vulnerability and that is the fact that the user or admin still needs a way to initiate the soft-
ware and generate the password or list of passwords. When initiated from a compromised
system, in case the list is stolen or the list is lost problems arise [80].

Another method of authentication is using GPS coordinates. This is probably one of
the most insecure methods of authentication. An upside is that it is very fast. Those with
malicious intent can go to the authorized locations, edit or spoof the GPS signal. Should
not be used as a standalone authentication protocol and even in multi factor authentication
does not provide that much of an increase in security [13, 41].

Finally, one of the most used and weakest authentication protocols in existence are
security questions. There are two kinds of security questions, the first are questions re-
garding sensitive information such as social security number, bank account or ATM pin
codes. The second are personal questions about family history, pets or mother’s maiden
name. This kind of authentication shifts the responsibility of coming up with something
secure to the designers of the questions. In addition, because the question determines
what the answer should be this method is very vulnerable to all kinds of data mining and
psychological attacks [74]. As we mentioned when we discussed the use of passwords,
this authentication protocol is one of the greater weaknesses of a lot of authentication
methods.

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Authentication protocol [13, 25, 26, 31, 41,

42, 48, 49, 65,68, 70,
74, 75, 80, 91, 99]

Technical An Authentication protocol is adamant to access control.
Those with access have full control over cryptocurrency on
exchanges, custodians and some wallets depending on if
those wallets have the private keys of their users saved or
not. There are various methods of authentication including
passwords, pin codes, fingerprints, iris scans, face
recognition, voice recognition, gps location and security
questions.

Table 4.4: CKPA authentication protocol
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4.3.2 Encryption

# Title Authors Year Source Cites Topic
[22] Differential

Cryptanalysis of the
Data Encryption
Standard.

Biham, E., &
Shamir, A

2009 Springer Science &
Business Media.

1409 The data encryption standard
(DES)

[30] The design of
Rijndael: AES - the
advanced
encryption
standard. Berlin:
Springer.

Daemen, J., &
Rijmen, V.

2011 Springer Science &
Business Media.

4854 The advanced encryption
standard (AES)

[77] A Method for
Obtaining Digital
Signatures and
Public-Key
Cryptosystems.
doi:10.21236/ada606588

Rivest, R. L.,
Shamir, A.,&
Adleman, L.

1978 Communications of
the ACM, 21(2),
120-126.

20468 RSA public key encryption

[14] A Comparison of
the 3DES and AES
Encryption
Standards.

Aleisa, N. 2015 International
Journal of Security
and Its
Applications, 9(7),
241-246.

23 DES and 3DES

[34] Quantum
computation and
Shor’s factoring
algorithm.

Ekert, A., & Jozsa,
R.

1996 Reviews of Modern
Physics, 68(3), 733.

1647 Quantum computation and
possibilities

Table 4.5: literature list of the technical perspective – encryption

Encryption is the process of encoding a message or information in such a way that only
those that are authorized can access it. We will study and discuss the various standards of
encryption in this section.

The first, and oldest standard is the Data Encryption Standard which was developed by
IBM in the early seventies. In 1977 it was selected as an official standard for the United
States, and as such was widely used. However, because of its small 56-bit key size it is
no longer considered safe to use [22]. A more modern variant of DES is 3DES which
basically employs the cipher three times. Although more secure, it was breached using
consumer hardware in 2015 [14]. It is known to be one of the slowest encryption stan-
dards. It does have a strong point however, it is very fast when used with legacy soft and
hardware because it is based on DES [14].

DES was superseded by the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) which was devel-
oped in 2001 and is to this day considered safe. There have been some theoretic attacks
but nothing with any practical use yet [30].

The last algorithm we studied is Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) which is known to be
one of the slower encryption algorithms but has other uses. Because it is so slow it is not
often used as an encryption algorithm but rather to decrypt shared keys in symmetric key
cryptography which is used to encrypt the bulk [77]. RSA keys come in different bit sizes,
and anything below 512 bits is known to be unsafe although it may cost a large amount of
CPU power. RSA keys typically are between 1024 and 4096 bits which still makes them
very secure [23]. However, many have voiced their doubts on the strength of these keys
when quantum computing makes its entrance 73.

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Encyption [6, 14, 22, 23, 30,

34, 77]
Technical Encryption is another tool used in access control. With

encryption messages and information can be encoded in
such a way that only those with the right key or cipher can
access it. However, encryption comes in different algorithms
with varying levels of security.

Table 4.6: CKPA encryption
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4.3.3 Digital Signature

# Title Authors Year Source Cites Topic
[77] A Method for

Obtaining Digital
Signatures and
Public-Key
Cryptosystems.
doi:10.21236/ada606588

Rivest, R. L.,
Shamir, A., &
Adleman, L

1978 Communications of
the ACM, 21(2),
120-126.

20468 RSA public key encryption

[62] Digital Signature
Standard.

Boneh D. 2011 Encyclopedia of
cryptography and
security. Springer
Science & Business
Media.

508 The digital signature standard
(DSS)

[43] The Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature
Algorithm
(ECDSA).

Johnson, D.,
Menezes, A., &
Vanstone, S.

2001 International
Journal of
Information
Security, 1(1),
36-63

1236 The elliptical curve signature
algorithm (ECDSA)

Table 4.7: literature list of the technical perspective – digital signature

Digital signatures are used to verify the authenticity of digital messages or documents,
and that the message or document was not tampered with. RSA is used as a digital sig-
nature scheme as well as encryption. The up and down-sides are the same as they were
when using the scheme for encryption.

DSS (Digital signature Standard) is based on DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm).
DSA, like RSA is safe when using keys with enough bits and unsafe when using a small
number of bits. DSA is signed with a random key, but if the key or a part of it is reused,
leaked or predicable the whole signature key may be compromised. This characteristic is
shared by ECDSA [62]. Also, like RSA, the algorithm may not be resistant to quantum
computing.

ECDSA (Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm) is a variant of DSA using
elliptic-curve cryptography. However, it needs less bits for the same security level as
DSA. It suffers the same vulnerability in that its random signature key needs to be kept
secret. Implementing the algorithm correctly should keep it so [43].

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Digital signature [43, 62, 77] Technical Digital signatures function much like signatures in the real

world. Their purpose is to prove that whoever is who he says
he is, and that the information he sends has not been
tampered with. In theory a hacker could alter information
even if it has been encrypted. By adding a digital signature
this would invalidate the digital signature, alerting
stakeholders that their information has been tampered with.
As is the case with encryption there are multiple algorithms
used for digital signatures. Some are more secure than
others.

Table 4.8: CKPA digital signature
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4.3.4 Hashing function

# Title Authors Year Source Cites Topic
[76] The MD5 Message-

Digest Algorithm.
Rivest, R. 1992 MIT Laboratory for

Computer Science.
5546 The MD5 hashing algorithm.

[33] US Secure Hash
Algorithm 1
(SHA1)

Eastlake, D., and P.
Jones.

2001 The internet society 1112 The US secure Hash
algorithm (SHA1)

[36] “Security Analysis
of SHA-256 and
Sisters.” Selected
Areas.

Gilbert, Henri, and
Helena Handschuh.

2004 International
workshop on
selected areas in
cryptography (pp.
175-193). Springer,
Berlin, Heidelberg.

226 Security of the SHA-2 family

[20] Keccak
specifications.

Bertoni, G.,
Daemen, J., Peeters,
M., & Van Assche,
G.

2009 Submission to nist
(round 2), 320-337.

91 Specifications of the Keccak
family of hashing algorithms.

[92] MD5 considered
harmful today,
creating a rogue CA
certificate.

Sotirov, A., Stevens,
M., Appelbaum, J.,
Lenstra, A. K.,
Molnar, D., Osvik,
D. A., & de Weger,
B

2008 25th Annual Chaos
Communication
Congress (No.
EPFL-CONF-
164547).

125 Weaknesses of MD5 (and
older) hashing algorithm

[32] Flickr’s API
signature forgery
vulnerability.

Duong, T., & Rizzo,
J.

2009 Tech. Rep 16 Example of an attack abusing
weaknesses of MD5

[18] BLAKE2: simpler,
smaller, fast as
MD5.

Aumasson, J. P.,
Neves, S.,
Wilcox-O’Hearn,
Z., & Winnerlein,
C.

2013 International
Conference on
Applied
Cryptography and
Network Security
(pp. 119-135).
Springer, Berlin,
Heidelberg.

149 Specifications of BLAKE 2

Table 4.9: literature list of the technical perspective – hashing

Hash functions are used to map data of arbitrary size on data of a fixed size. Values re-
turned by a hash function are called hashes. Hash functions can be used to easily check if
data maps to a given hash code, but that data cannot be constructed using the hash code.
This is very useful when considering integrity of communication. In the past there have
been competitions for the SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-3 hashing standards. The hash func-
tions or family of hash functions that could be considered the best at that time won those
competitions. When we talk about a hashing standard, we mean the hashing function that
won the competition for that standard.

One of the earlier functions is MD5 (Message-Digest Algorithm 5). It was very widely
used at the time and is still used by a lot of legacy software. MD5 is a hash function pro-
ducing a 128-bit hash value and was designed to replace MD4 in 1991 (which replaced
MD3 and so on) [76]. A basic requirement for cryptographic hash functions is that it is
computationally infeasible to find two distinct messages which hash to the same value.
With MD5 this can be done in seconds on a normal computer, meaning it is considered
compromised and should not be used on any sensitive data [92].

SHA-1 (US Secure Hash Algorithm 1) is a cryptographic hash function that takes an
input and produces a 160-bit or 20-byte hash value [33]. Since 2005 SHA-1 is no longer
considered safe against attackers with sufficient funds. Considering computers have only
gotten stronger since then attackers may not even need that much funds anymore [88].

SHA-2 (US Secure Hash Algorithm 2) is a family of hash functions with hash values
that are 224, 256, 384 or 512 bits: SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-
512/224, SHA-512/256 [36]. SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512 are prone to
length extension attacks and therefore insecure for some applications. It is recommended
to switch to SHA-3 or SHA-512/224 or SHA-512/256 [32]. Finally, SHA-3 (US Secure
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Hash Algorithm 3) is internally very different from SHA-1 and SHA-2 which are a lot
like MD5. SHA-3 is based on the Keccak cryptographic family. It is the newest standard
and comes in varying bit sizes just like SHA-2 [20].

Two other notable hashing functions are BLAKE and BLAKE2. BLAKE was sub-
mitted to the competition for the SHA-3 standard, it lost to the current SHA-3 standard
Keccak [17] in the finals but should still be considered more secure than SHA-2.Blake
2 is supposed to be faster than MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-3 on 64-bit architectures
while boasting security higher than SHA-2 and on par with SHA-3 [18].

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Hashing function [17, 20, 32, 33, 76,

82, 88, 92]
Technical Hash functions map data of arbitrary size on data of a fixed

size and is mostly used to validate the integrity of
communication. There are various hash functions with
varying levels of security.

Table 4.10: CKPA hashing function

4.3.5 Social hacking or social engineering

# Title Authors Year Source Cites Topic
[52] Social engineering:

The neglected
human factor for
information security
management.

Luo, X., Brody, R.,
Seazzu, A., & Burd,
S.

2011 Information
Resources
Management
Journal (IRMJ),
24(3), 1-8.

80 Social engineering,
instruction

[67] The vishing guide. Ollmann, G. 2007 http://www.
infosecwriters. com
/text
resources/pdf/IBM
ISS vishing guide
GOllmann. pdf,
IBM, Tech. Rep.

9 Vishing, instruction

[46] Advanced social
engineering attacks.

Krombholz, K.,
Hobel, H., Huber,
M., & Weippl, E.

2015 Journal of
Information
Security and
applications, 22,
113-122.

239 Social engineering,
instruction

[61] A taxonomy for
social engineering
attacks.

Ivaturi, K., &
Janczewski, L.

2011 International
Conference on
Information
Resources
Management (pp.
1-12). Centre for
Information
Technology,
Organizations, and
People.

91 Social engineering attacks

Table 4.11: literature list of the technical perspective – Instruction

Social hacking, or social engineering, is the psychological manipulation of people into re-
vealing their confidential information or gaining access to it. We will now shortly discuss
the most important techniques and their characteristics.

The first technique is called pretexting and is often defined as follows; “Pretexting is
the act of creating and using a contrived scenario to persuade a potential victim to volun-
tarily reveal information or perform actions [52].” Think of someone posing as security, a
helpdesk employee, a company’s administrator and such, asking their target for confiden-
tial information such as passwords, email addresses, phone numbers and bank accounts.

The second technique, phishing, is the most popular technique these days and is de-
fined: “Phishing, is a two-time scam technique of fraudulently obtaining private informa-
tion. Typically, the attacker sends a masqueraded e-mail that appears to originate from
a legitimate business, such as a bank or credit card company, requesting “verification”
of information and warning of some significant consequences if it is not in accordance
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with the request [52].” Think of e-mails from Apple, Google, Microsoft, your bank or
your work with an attached file or link with an interesting name. People tend to click the
link or open the attached file because the name triggers their curiosity without checking
the e-mail address it was sent from. Really good phishing e-mails or letters are almost
identical to the original.

Vishing is like phishing but uses the phone. “Vishing is the practice of leveraging IP-
based voice messaging technologies (primarily Voice over Internet Protocol, or VoIP) to
socially engineer the intended victim into providing personal, financial or other confiden-
tial information for the purpose of financial reward. The term “vishing” is derived from
a combination of “voice” and “phishing ” [67]. Examples here are calls from Microsoft
or Apple from an Indian or African caller (Vishing is a popular means of income in those
countries) who tells you there is something wrong with your computer. This problem can
be fixed by going to a site they provide or downloading some software. Sometimes they
will use a robot caller, where you need to press numbers because this adds a measure of
fake security for some people.

One of the most dangerous techniques is called spear-phishing. “Spear-phishing at-
tacks are highly targeted messages carried out after initial data-mining [46].” Criminals
will contact their target with pre data-mined information, which they can smartly leverage
in such a way that they are hard to distinguish from legitimate. Examples are e-mails from
work, the bank, or something else you frequently receive e-mails from, on the exact time
or date that you would expect such an e-mail looking precisely the same as the legitimate
version. The danger is in this likeliness, as even the most careful people do not double
check every e-mail they receive.

A lesser-known technique is water holing, which can be defined as follows; “Describes
a targeted attack where the attackers compromise a website that is likely to be of interest
to the chosen victim. The attackers then wait at the waterhole for their victim [46].” Ex-
amples of water holing are when those with malicious intent for instance compromise an
e-mail provider or a website’s database. They then lie in wait until they find their targets.

The next technique, called baiting, requires storage media which is the ‘bait’. “Baiting
is an attack during which a malware-infected storage medium is left in a location where
it is likely to be found by the targeted victims [46].” Criminals will leave CD’s or USB’s
with titles that may bait their target into inserting the media into their device, which will
compromise it.

The next attack makes use of the psychological phenomenon called “quid pro quo”
which means give and take. “The attacker presents himself as a person in a perceived
position of authority which influences the victim to ask more questions instead of the
attacker. The orchestration of such an attack usually spans three stages which are sabo-
tage, advertising and assisting [61].” This is different from phishing in the sense that the
criminal often offers something, like a professor, IT service desk or the police, who offer
assistance, money or a free pen or chocolate bar, in exchange for some information. In
the past studies have proven that humans are very susceptible to small rewards in return
for valuable information.

And finally, the simplest of techniques; “Tailgating simply means following a person
with authorized entry into a secure area, basically riding on coattails (Long, 2008). The
act may be considered to be legal or illegal depending on the circumstance but in general
this term has a negative connotation and is used to describe an illegal act [61].” Someone
with malicious intent may just follow or walk in between real employees and gain entry
to a company that way.
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Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Instruction [46, 52, 61, 67, 83,

87, 90]
Preventive Instruction is one of the few effective ways to deal with

social engineering threats. Social engineering relies on
psychological tricks that abuse the way the human brain
tends to function and make decisions. All the automated
security in the world does not help if the user himself
(unknowingly) grants access to those with malicious intent.

Table 4.12: CKPA instruction

4.4 Attacker perspective

In this section we look at the vulnerabilities that have been abused in the past, to learn
from them.

One of the first, and largest, cryptocurrency heists in history was the first Mt Gox Heist
in 2011. Most likely criminals were able to gain entry to the system by compromising the
personal computer of an auditor working for the company [6]. The second time was
because before 2011 the private keys of some of the hot wallets belonging to the company
were unencrypted and stored in their database. Those files were stolen either by an insider,
or by a hacker who gained access [6]. This happened to Bitfloor in 2012 as well. In 2016
hackers gained access to one of the servers of Gatecoin by overloading the server and
forcing it to restart, the wallet files on the server were unencrypted.

Webhosts proved to be another point of failure in 2012, when hackers gained access to
the server of Bitcoinica in 2012 through the webhost [38]. Something similar happened
to Vicurex in 2013, when hackers used a ruby-on-rails attack to gain access to the VPS
control system of Vicurex. With these login credentials they managed to gain the trust
of the helpdesk of the web server, which complied to their request of resetting the login
credentials to the server [8]. Bitcoinica was unfortunately not spared, because hackers
managed to abuse the “forgot your password” option of the admin login to the server to
break in a second time [39].

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Webhost [6, 8, 38, 39] Preventive Webhosts can prove to be a point of entry for some websites

and their databases. A webhost can be well protected against
attacks such as DDoS, provide continuous uptime, employ
professional well-trained staff and strict protocols when it
comes to security. Another webhost may not provide these
things, or to a lesser extent which has a negative impact on
security.

Table 4.13: CKPA webhost

In 2014 Cryptorush was one of the first exchanges to break down due to a bug in a shady
altcoin, which allowed users to withdraw funds they did not have [78]. Something similar
happened to Poloniex in 2014, although the bug this time was on the exchange’s side.
Users could make multiple withdrawals at the same time [78]. The Geth platform was
also victim to an abused bug. “Geth is one of the most popular clients for running the
Ethereum node. Its JSON-RPC interface allows users—and thieves—to remotely access
the Ethereum blockchain and node functionalities, including the ability to send transac-
tions from any account which has been unlocked before sending a transaction. Once
unlocked, however, the port stays opened for the entire session. The unwitting victims
had opened their JSON-RPC port 8545 to the outside world, allowing hackers to breach
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their Ethereum wallets [1].” Another instance of a bug causing a lot of damage happened
in 2018. The parity wallet service functioned like a smart contract. Then a bug in the
smart contract was triggered, effectively freezing 150 million in Ethereum [81].

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Active devvelopment [1,6,8,38,39,78,81] Preventive,

technical, trust
Active development is very important when it comes to
keeping up with the latest technology, and fixing bugs before
they can be abused.

Open source [1,6,8,38,39,78,81] Preventive,
trust

When developing as open source the idea is that more eyes
are always better when it comes to prevent, locate and fix
bugs and vulnerabilities

Table 4.14: CKPA active development & CKPA open source

In 2014 the CEO of Bitpay was phished into giving his e-mail credentials. With these cre-
dentials the attacker sends out requests for Bitcoin to his own address. [90] Another case
of (spear) phishing is that of Bitstamp in 2015. An email to a system administrator about
a membership form was opened, this malicious file downloaded malware and breached
the computer. Ultimately this allowed the attackers access to two wallet files stored on
the server [83].

In 2015, one or more hot wallets belonging to Bitstamp were compromised. The at-
tackers were able to compromise the wallets presumably because the company re-used
the random value in its ECDSA hashing algorithm [82].

A notable vulnerability is the Bitcoin Gold attack of 2018. “BitCoin Gold was compro-
mised by a “51 percent attack” in which the hackers apparently employed rented comput-
ers to achieve this previously theoretical type of cyberattack. These attacks occur when
one entity gains control over more than 51% of the network hash-rate. Then, the suc-
cessful attacker can not only prevent valid transactions from occurring but also reverse
previously completed transactions on the blockchain. This degree of control even enables
a single coin to be spent twice from the same origin—a so-called double-spend attack
like the thefts that occurred on Bitcoin Gold. This attack netted thieves in excess of $18
million. Possibly the blame for the Bitcoin Gold trouble lies with the fact that it uses the
Proof of Work (PoW) consensus protocol of Bitcoin in a small pool to create distributed
trustless consensus [1]”.

Javascript cryptography is something we have seen discussed in several places as well.
Websites that use Javascript to handle cryptography and secure login and other confi-
dential services, should be handled with care. Although the cryptography of Javascript
can be sound, Javascript cannot be delivered to the user without trusting the server. This
means that, techniques like water holing would still be effective [72]. Another problem
in Javascript which is discussed often are the npm packages used. In theory it’s very hard
to check the dependencies of widely used npm packages. Some may depend on other
npm packages, which in turn depend on other packages. In the end one of these packages
may be compromised, allowing someone to load their malicious code on widely used
websites [37].

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale
Javascript cryptography [37, 72] Technical Using Javascript cryptography undermines the security it is

supposed to provide.

Table 4.15: CKPA javascript cryptography

In 2018 1.7$ billion dollars in cryptocurrencies were stolen and scammed [87]. Of that
1.7 billion hackers stole 950 million from cryptocurrency exchanges and infrastructure
which is 3.7x more than in 2017. Of those 950 million most were stolen by inside jobs
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and scams rather than hacks on exchanges and wallets. Apparently, the new breed of
cybercriminals finds it easier to make use of unwitting investors and users than attacking
hardened security systems.

Ciphertrace, a company specialized in tracking cryptocurrency theft and money laun-
dering has publicized a list of the 10 biggest crypto threats at the moment, we will discuss
the crimes in the list relevant to security shortly [87].

1. Sim swapping: An identity theft technique that takes over a victim’s mobile device to
steal credentials and break into wallets or exchange accounts to steal cryptocurrency.
The crime at number one of this list makes use of the vulnerability in 2FA using SMS.
By Sim swapping criminals can receive these SMS messages instead of the actual
recipient.

4. Next-Generation Crypto Mixers: Money laundering services that promise to ex-
change tainted tokens for freshly mined crypto, but in reality, cleanse cryptocurrency
through exchanges. Crypto Mixers will not be allowed in countries with more regula-
tion and legislation.

5. Shadow Money Service Businesses: Unlicensed Money Service Businesses (MSBs)
banking cryptocurrency without the knowledge of host financial institutions, and thus
exposing banks to unknown risk. With the risk that the service goes bankrupt and
users lose their money. This is another reason why users should always control their
own cryptocurrency.

9. Email Extortion and Bomb Threats: Cyber-extortionists stepped up mass-customized
phishing emails campaigns using old passwords and spouse names in 2018. Bomb
threat extortion scams demanding bitcoin spiked in December. These threats make use
of phishing techniques. It also points out that it is important to protect your user data
on the internet.

10. Crypto Robbing Ransomware: Cyber-extortionists began distributing new malware
that empties cryptocurrency wallets and steals private keys while holding user data
hostage. With these new kinds of crypto robbing ransomware, it is even more impor-
tant to protect your device.

From what we have read on the vulnerabilities and crimes concerning cryptocurrency in
this day and age it seems very important to protect your user data on the internet. Prob-
lems arise when they know: 1) if, and how much, cryptocurrency is owned, 2) phone
number, 3) e-mail address, 4) ip-adress, 5) residential address, 6) first name, 7) last name,
8) date of birth and other personal information.
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Users are considerably safer when it comes to social hacking and security hacking
techniques, such as spear-phishing, sim-swapping and bomb threats. This responsibility
is one shared by the user, but also by cryptocurrency exchanges wallets and custodians.
They should protect your data as much as they can. From the vulnerabilities we have
learned that encryption and hashing of data on servers is important, but those two are
already CKPA’s. We have also learned that webhosts can be a weakness. We have also
learned that regulation and legislation is important when it comes to security, but we will
further analyze and discuss the regulation and legislation in the next section.

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale

Secure database management [6, 71, 87, 90] Technical

The balance between security and usability in databases has been a
problem for a long time. Making a database watertight makes it nigh
unusable, while maximizing t usability will result in a vulnerable
database. When it comes to information as sensitive as user data,
public and private keys and wallet.dat files the security needs to be on
the more secure side. This can be achieved by other proposed key
process areas such as encryption, authentication protocols, hashing and
digital signatures. But also depends on how the database is managed,
structured and layered.

Table 4.16: CKPA secure database management

The problem with databases is, however, as is described by Ross J. Anderson [71]; "By
their nature large databases will never be free of abuse by breaches of security; if a large
system is designed for ease of access it becomes insecure; if made watertight it becomes
impossible to use". We have established that a database is hard to protect. If user data is
so hard to protect, not collecting it at all is the best way to protect your users.

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale

Collection of user data [6, 71, 87, 90] Preventive

Collection of user data is about the extent of the KYC protocol in
place. VCEPs in some countries are legally obligated to have an
extensive KYC protocol. CWPs and WPs are not. User data such as
name, address, phone number and e-mail address in combination with
the fact that the user in question has cryptocurrency is very sensitive
information. If databases cannot be made secure, collecting less user
data is the only way to prevent this from happening. As such we
consider extensive KYC protocols insecure, while no or little KYC is
more secure.

Table 4.17: Collection of user data

Another vulnerability we discussed was the 51% attack on Bitcoin Gold, and the bug in
the shady altcoin of Cryptorush. Apparently, cryptocurrency exchanges should closely
monitor the cryptocurrencies they support in order to avoid these attacks.

Candidate key process area References Category Rationale

Monitoring of supported
cryptocurrencies

[1, 78, 87] Preventive

A lot of money in the cryptocurrency ecosystem is stolen by scams. Some
of these scams make use of alt coins developed for that purpose or those that
have been compromised. In order to protect the wallet itself and the users
there should be competent monitoring of supported cryptocurrencies

Table 4.18: CKPA monitoring of supported cryptocurrencies

Finally, we have learned from the literature that a large amount of the stolen money is due
to inside jobs and hacks. This means that hackers focus on places where they can steal
a large amount of cryptocurrency in one go. These places are exchanges and custodians
who keep cryptocurrencies for multiple users. Wallet services, the software and hardware
variants (not the hot wallets) have no control over their user’s private keys, and as such,
their cryptocurrency. This alerts us to a very important difference.
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4.5 Governance perspective

Since the inception of cryptocurrencies legislation has been trying to catch up, and every
year there have been important new rulesets for cryptocurrencies and companies han-
dling them. Because legislation has a big impact on virtual currency exchange platforms
(VCEPs) and custodian wallet providers (CWPs) we look at the different set of rules
worldwide and what those rules mean to the public [5, 12, 86, 87].

Figure 4.6: AML legislation rollout 2018-2020

This year the fifth European Anti Money Laundering Directive (AMLD5) has been drafted
and will start being enforced with complete enforced compliance in 2020. The fifth ver-
sion increases its scope so that VCEPs and CWPs are now “obliged entities” and are now
subject to the requirements of the AML legislation.

AMLD5 requires all member states of the European Union to enforce mandatory reg-
istration of VCEPs and CWPs and report any and all suspicious activity occurring on said
platforms. The ruleset also includes much stricter rules in diligence when it comes to
business relationships with clients from high-risk jurisdictions, which includes inquiring
more information on the client, the sources of their funds and wealth.

Additionally, AMLD5 grants Financial Investigation Units (FIUs) access to informa-
tion held by VCEPs and CWPs regardless of whether these entities have submitted suspi-
cious reports or have requested investigation.

Second, AMLD5 states that member states should create a central database with user
identities and wallet addresses. These databases should also grant direct access to FIUs.
It is not clear how enforcement on this matter will take place and if this is possible. In
the United States new AML legislation will be enforced starting in the third quarter of
the year. In addition to the ruleset that will be enforce in the EU, the United States have
included anonymizing services such as mixers and tumblers.

The United States’ Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is taking steps in reg-
ulation for ICOs as ICO-derived tokens can be seen as a form of securities. An example
of this is EtherDelta, the SEC took regulatory actions against the company because of the
way it used smart contracts. According to the SEC the company was using the blockchain
to run an unregistered, and thus illegal, securities trading platform.

The Financial Action Task Force is a globally operating task force advising 36 mem-
ber states and two regional organizations. It is one of the most influential voices globally
when it comes to combating financial crimes. Although technically a policymaking body,
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the FATF also act as watchdogs in the progress of implementation of AML techniques in
the member states. They also report on deficiencies of AML in countries and provide a
bi-annual blacklist of high-risk countries.

Figure 4.7: Coverage of major financial task forces worldwide

With the new AMLD5 of the EU, G-20 member states have asked the FATF for recom-
mendations on legislation comparable to AMLD5. Below is the map with the countries
currently deemed to be high-risk by the FATF.

Figure 4.8: Countries on the FATF blacklist

FATF blacklisted countries 2019
Botswana Syria
Ghana Republic of Serbia
Ethiopia Iran
Yemen Pakistan
Tunisia Sri Lanka
North Korea

Table 4.19: FATF blacklist 2019
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Bermuda is taking steps to progress to a major crypto island. It has recently developed a
regulatory framework with new cybersecurity rules, Digital Asset Business (DAB, client
disclosure) rules, Digital Asset (DA) rules and a Digital Asset Business Code of Practice
(DABCP). Additionally, Bermuda is the leader of the Caribbean Financial Action Task
Force (CFATF). With its new regulatory framework Bermuda is one of the few countries
in the world with comprehensive legislation including not only VCEPs and CWPs but also
ICOs, payment service providers using digital assets and market makers/dealers/traders
of digital assets.

Malta was the first country to implement a holistic regulatory framework for the blockchain
and cryptocurrency space. It consists of 3 laws:

I. The Malta Digital Innovation Authority (MDIA) Act - Allows for the formation of
the Malta Digital Innovation Authority, which focuses on not only regulation but
also promoting the country’s crypto economy.

II. The Innovative Technology Arrangements and Services Act (ITASA) - Provides le-
gal clarity on many aspects of blockchain technology to help developers certify the
quality and governance of blockchain technology used by companies who seek the
approval of domestic operation.

III. The Virtual Financial Assets Act (VFAA) - Provides a regulatory structure for all en-
tities that handle virtual financial assets, including Security Token Offerings (STOs).
It includes a test to determine whether an offering constitutes a security.

Notably, this new regime imposes AML more strictly than AMLD5 does.
Canada is currently drafting its AML and KYC ruleset. The current ruleset does not

impose AML rules on companies that do not do one of the following three activities:

i. Foreign exchange

ii. Money transferring

iii. Issuing/redeeming money orders or other similar instruments

This has created an environment in which some companies are being regulated while
others are not. With the new AMLD5 coming into view Canada as part of the G-20 has
requested the FATF for a more comprehensive ruleset, which should be implemented by
2020.

The United Kingdom has announced that it will implement AMLD5 but will go further.
Part of the plan for tougher AML/CFT regime includes strict regulation of the following:

• Exchange services between different cryptoassets, to prevent anonymous ‘layering’
of funds to mask their origin

• Platforms that facilitate peer-to-peer exchange of cryptoassets, which could enable
anonymous transfers of funds between individuals

• Cryptoasset ATMs, which could be used anonymously to purchase cryptoassets

• Non-custodian wallet providers that function similarly to custodian wallet providers

Japan has announced that it has granted the Japan Virtual Currency Exchange Association
(JVCEA) the right to self-regulate and implement and enforce AML rules. The JVCEA
is made up of all registered exchanges of Japan, in addition to five more companies that
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handle virtual currency related services such as wallet dealers.
Korea is home to the strictest AML and KYC rules in the world, but there are some

controversies. For instance, the government banned the use of privacy-coins such as Mon-
ero, and yet South Koreans are the owners of 83% of Monero coins.

Candidate key process
area

References Category Rationale

Governance [1, 5, 12, 73, 86, 87] Governance & Legislation

Not every country in the world has the same
quality of governance. Without proper
governance companies in the cryptocurrency
ecosystem are not regulated to the extent
where investments could be considered
secure.

Legislation [1, 5, 12, 73, 86, 87] Governance & Legislation

Legislation in most of the world is still
catching up on legislation regarding the
cryptocurrency ecosystem. There are a few
countries where the legislation is advanced
much further than others. There are also
differences in the legislation. Even most of
the newer legislation is mostly focused on
VCEPs but not on CWPs and WPs.

Table 4.20: CKPA governance & CKPA legislation
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4.6 Candidate key process area shortlist

Below is the initial Candidate Key Process Area shortlist constructed based on potential
key process areas we have discovered in our literature reviews. We started with feature
modelling existing safekeeping solutions. With knowledge on safekeeping soltions we
used those keywords to search for information on the parts that together make a safe-
keeping solution as well as inspecting other perspectives of influence such as legislation
and crime. Whenever we discovered a proess area in the literature list we constructed we
added it to the candidate key process list (table 4.21). We will use this CKPA shortlist in
our semi-structured interviews with professionals. After the interviews we will decide on
the action and rating of the CKPAs.

# CKPA References Category Action Rationale Rating

1 Authentication
methods

[13, 25, 26, 31, 41,
42, 48, 49, 65, 68,74,
75, 80, 91, 99]

Technical tbd Authentication protocols are one of the most
important tools in access control. tbd

2 Encryption [14,22,23,30,34,77] Technical tbd
Literature suggests that encryption is
important to keep files safe even when the
server is breached

tbd

3 Digital signature [43, 62, 77] Technical tbd

A digital signature is useful when
communicating sensitive information. The
algorithm used and the implementation
influence how much security a digital
signature can provide.

tbd

4 Hashing function [18, 20, 32, 33, 36,
76, 88, 92] Technical tbd Hashing, like encryption can increase

security when implemented correctly. tbd

5 Instruction [46, 52, 61, 67] Preventive tbd
One of the only, and certainly the most
effective way of dealing with social
engineering.

tbd

6 Active development [1, 78, 81] Technical &
preventive tbd

In order to solve bugs, and repair
vulnerabilities development needs to be
relatively active.

tbd

7 Open source [1,6,8,38,39,78,81] Trust tbd
Open source increases the speed bugs and
other mistakes can be detected and solved as
well as increasing the trust.

tbd

8 Secure database
management [6, 71] Technical tbd Making databases secure while keeping them

usable has proven to be a challenge to many. tbd

9 Javascript
cryptocurrency [37, 72] Technical tbd tbd Using Javascript cryptography is

inherently not secure.

10 Collection of user
data [71] Preventive tbd

Lost user data can compromise the
anonymity of users. Without anonymity users
can come under attack of more dangerous
techniques used by hackers and social
engineers.

tbd

11 Webhost [1] Technical tbd

A webhost hosts multiple websites and can
grant admin rights over the websites it hosts.
If their security protocol for doing so is not
secure those with malicious intent may use a
webhost to gain entry to one of the hosted
websites such as a cryptocurrency exchange.

tbd

12
Monitoring of
supported
cryptocurrencies

[1, 78] Preventive tbd There are thousands of altcoins, some of
them shady or bugged. tbd

13 Distribution of
power

[1, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 15,
28, 73, 86, 87]

Distribution of
power tbd Who controls the cryptocurrency is

detrimental in keeping it secure. tbd

14 Legislation [1, 5, 12, 73, 86, 87] Governance &
Legislation tbd Legislation is important to the whole

ecosystem of cryptocurrencies. tbd

15 Governance [1, 78, 87] Governance &
Legislationl tbd Governance, like legislation, is very

important to the ecosystem of cryptocurrency. tbd

Table 4.21: Collected CKPAs
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Expert Evaluation

Having constructed a list of candidate key process areas from literature we proceeded to
validating that list with some experts in the fields of cryptocurrency, security and risk
modelling. The list of CKPAs was used in the semi-structured interviews. In the inter-
views we discuss the CKPAs found in literature. The expert is asked how important he
thinks the CKPA is, the way it should be measured and if he/she has other CKPA’s he/she
thinks should be added.

After discussing the CKPA with the expert we rate the CKPA. Rating is based on the
opinion of the expert and found literature. CKPAs that are adamant to security are rated
++ for more important, important +, neutral +/-, less important - and unimportant –. Rat-
ings are based on the direct importance of the CKPA on security. Although CKPAs with
a – rating have a small direct impact on security, they may have an indirect one that is still
not to be overlooked.

Finally, we decide what action we will take. CKPAs we nominated, discussed, rated
and found to have a) an impact and b) are within the realm of measurability, are retained.
CKPAs we have not discovered in literature but were suggested by experts are added.
CKPAs that are found to a) have no impact or b) are unmeasurable are removed.

We have performed 8 interviews, 5 in which the expert stated that they do not possess
the necessary knowledge on the combination of fields required to evaluate the model or
had nothing to add to that iteration of the model. These interviews have been added to
the mass evaluation instead of the expert evaluation. The interviews have been recorded.
With the three experts that were proficient on the subject we kept in touch. Whenever
we introduced a new iteration of the model they were asked for their opinion. We also
had contact with the Korean Internet and Security Agiency which at the time of writing is
the only government agiency that has audited crypto-asset providers on security. Unfor-
tunately we ran into problems aside from the language barrier when the KISA was unable
to release the list of qualities it judged providers on as it was classified at this moment.
Finally, we also had little luck contacting international providers as their communication
channels usually got us stuck in tech support but not in contact with someone knowledge-
able on our subject.

The first expert we talked with had worked in security for over 10 years at ING, a large
bank in the Netherlands. He had also been a member of the cryptocurrency team for 4
years, until the team was disbanded.

The second expert used to be a programmer but started working on wallet software and
finally became a cryptocurrency consultant. At the time we spoke to him he had been in
his current function of cryptocurrency consultant for three years.

The third, and final, expert used to be the head of strategy and the head of risk at ABN
Amro, another big bank in the Netherlands. His expertise in strategy, risk modelling and
management counted over 40 years and he had personally led some of the ABN Amro
cryptocurrency teams.

Below is the CKPA shortlist with the added CKPA’s communication and customer ser-
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vice under the category trust. Rationales have been updated with expert opinion and a
rating on importance from all experts has been added.

# CKPA References Category Action Rationale Rating

1 Authentication
methods

[13, 25, 26, 31, 41,
42, 48, 49, 65, 68,74,
75, 80, 91, 99]

Technical Retain

Literature suggests that authentication is one of the
most important factors of security. Experts agree.
Authentication protocols are what access control hinges
on.

++

2 Encryption [14,22,23,30,34,77] Technical Retain

Literature suggests that encryption is important to keep
files safe even when the server is breached. Important
to have some encryption according to experts, but
simply usually not the weakest link.

−

3 Digital signature [43, 62, 77] Technical Retain

According to literature using a faulty or weak signature
standard can be a vulnerability. All communication
over the blockchain is usually signed with ECDSA.
However not every service implements it correctly
which hurts its safety. Like encryption and hashing less
important than other categories simply because it
usually is not the weakest link.

−

4 Hashing function [18, 20, 32, 33, 36,
76, 88, 92] Technical Retain

Hashing, like encryption can increase security when
done right. According to experts hashing is mostly used
for passwords and seed phrases. Usually not the
weakest link.

−

5 Instruction [46, 52, 61, 67] Preventive Retain

One of the only ways to prevent social engineering.
Experts agree with importance and lack of instruction
on a lot of services. Important, but not as important as
basic security.

+

6 Active development [1, 78, 81] Technical &
preventive Retain

In order to solve bugs, and repair vulnerabilities
development needs to be up to date. Experts strongly
agree, lack of development over a longer period could
be compromised.

++

7 Open source [1,6,8,38,39,78,81] Trust Retain

Literature suggests that open source can increase
security and trust. Experts agree but add that the
number of developers that commit should also be
looked at.

+

8 Customer service [87] Trust Add
Depends on the problem. Not usually very important
when it comes to security but does help in optimizing a
service and trust.

−−

9 Communication [87] Trust Add
Without communication users can not know what the
company is planning. Depends on the case if it has
impact on security. Has impact on trust.

+/−

10 Javascript
cryptography [37, 72] Technical Remove

We have no way of knowing which web languages were
implemented and in what manner. Neither do we
possess the expertise to judge what security they offer
precisely enough.

+/−

11 Secure database
management [6, 71] Technical Remove There is no way to find out how a company manages

their database without consulting the company. ++

12 Collection of user
data [71] Preventive Retain

Lost user data can be very dangerous to users. Experts
agree and think it very important. Not only is it
dangerous to users if information is lost, but also to
build trust with userbase.

++

13 Webhost [1] Technical Remove No way to find out what webhost a service uses without
consulting them. +

14
Monitoring of
supported
cryptocurrencies

[1, 78] Preventive Remove There are thousands of altcoins, further research
needed. –

15 Distribution of
power

[1, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 15,
28, 73, 86, 87]

Distribution of
power Retain Who controls the cryptocurrency is very important

according to literature. Experts strongly agree. ++

16 Experimental [60] Experimental Retain

Experimental security options can be added to increase
security but may be in development or very specific.
Process area allows for future developments in the field.
Experts unsure about name of the category, but do not
know what else to call it.

−−

17 Legislation [1, 5, 12, 73, 86, 87] Governance &
Legislationl Retain Legislation is important to the whole ecosystem of

cryptocurrencies. Experts strongly agree. ++

18 Governance [1, 5, 12, 73, 86, 87] Governance &
Legislationl Retain

Governance, like legislation, is very important to the
ecosystem of cryptocurrency. Experts strongly agree,
but think governance is slightly more important than
legislation because legislation depends on governance.

++

19
Network
transmission
security

Technical Remove

Brought up by multiple experts. Wallets should transmit
their information server side using the HTTPS protocol.
Additionally, wallets should scan the legitimacy of
digital certificate in the user library in order to secure
the communication routes. This prevents Man in the
Middle attacks. Removed because this information is
not available to investigation without inside knowledge.

+

Table 5.1: Collected CKPAs
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The crypto-asset safekeeping security
maturity assessment model (CSSMAM)

Capabilities are generally categorized as: A = None/worst, B = Some/average, C = Com-
plete/good. In some cases, however, this rule of thumb does not apply. We will explain
the categorization in those cases.

6.1 Level one : Unsafe

Capabilities at the first level of maturity are governance A, active development A and au-
thentication protocol A.

Governance A, the first capability level of governance concerns the countries that the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has blacklisted. Countries on this blacklist are non-
cooperative in the fight against money laundering and anti-terrorism financing [12]. Coun-
tries on this list are unlikely to act if a VCEP, CWP or WP takes part in illegal activities.
As such we consider trusting companies based in these countries with crypto-assets to
be extremely unwise. Countries currently on the FATF blacklist are Botswana, Ghana,
Ethiopia, Yemen, Tunisia, Syria, Republic of Serbia, Iran, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and North
Korea.

Active development A, the first capability of active development concerns the last time
the provider has updated its service. A lot of crypto-assets have been lost or stolen over
time due to bugs [1,6,8,38,39,78,81]. Without a team of developers actively developing
and updating the service these bugs can be abused. We consider services that have had no
updates longer than a year to be very unsafe.

Authentication protocol A is granted to any service with lacking or no authentication
protocol in place. If a service has no authentication protocol any party with malicious in-
tent may steal the crypto-assets if they somehow gain access to the device or private keys.
We have also assigned location-based authentication to A. The party with malicious intent
could steal any crypto-assets on location or spoof their location to match the investor’s.
Spoofing a GPS location is a simple trick [41].

6.2 Level two : Unsafe

The second maturity level has two capabilities assigned to it; authentication protocol B
and Legislation A.

The authentication protocols we consider a little bit safer, but still unsafe, than those
assigned to A are face recognition and voice recognition [26,42,65,75]. Face recognition
is vulnerable to replay attacks [47,91]. A replay attack on facial recognition means that an
unauthorized party unlocks the service by using a captured image of the face belonging to
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the investor. Some facial recognition software can be fooled this way. These pictures can
often be found on the internet relatively easily. Additionally, face recognition technology
can sometimes be fooled with a face that looks alike. Voice recognition suffers from the
same problem as face recognition as the technology is just as vulnerable, or even more
vulnerable to a replay attack. A voice may be harder to find on the internet but can be eas-
ily recorded. A high-quality recorded voice is hard for voice technology to discern from
an actual voice. Voice recognition may sometimes incorrectly pass a voice not belonging
to the owner.

Legislation A covers the same countries as governance A, countries without cryp-
tocurrency legislation and blacklisted by the FATF [12]. Because there are no countries
on the FATF blacklist who do have specialized cryptocurrency legislation the list of coun-
tries assigned to this capability is identical to the list of governance A. The countries are
Botswana, Ghana, Ethiopia, Yemen, Tunisia, Syria, Republic of Serbia, Iran, Pakistan,
Sri Lanka and North Korea. Legislation A has been assigned a maturity level higher that
governance A because without governance legislation does not matter, making it slightly
more important.

6.3 Level three : Lacking

Capabilities assigned to the third maturity level are active development B, communication
A and governance B.

Active development B is assigned to a service if it has not been updated in the last
six months to a year. This window of time is smaller than that belonging to active de-
velopment A, which means there has been less time for technological advances to create
bugs and for those with malicious intent to find existing bugs and abuse them. The time
windows however, is still relatively large and any service that has not been update longer
than half a year should be considered lacking in safety.

Capability A of communication is assigned to a service if the company or group of
developers does not communicate at all. Without communication users have no way of
knowing what the company is working on, if forks are supported or not, if a cryptocur-
rency is going to be delisted, when trading is stopped or frozen and so on. No communi-
cation is not only suspicious but also very risky to an investor which is why this capability
was assigned to maturity level three.

Governance B covers the countries in the world where there is some governance allow-
ing investors to make a case against a provider who duped, or otherwise disadvantaged
them [12]. Governance however is still lacking to a certain degree which is why these
countries do not belong to capability level C. Countries we consider having some degree
of governance are most of the African, South American and middle American countries.

6.4 Level four : Lacking

Capabilities belonging to maturity level four are authentication protocol C, collection of
user data A, legislation B and distribution of power A.

The authentication protocols we consider to be lacking in safety and belonging to ca-
pability C are; password, pin code, SMS and 2-factor authentication making use of two
out of the three mentioned protocols [25, 45, 48, 65, 99]. The reason password belongs
to C is because passwords are the most used method of authentication. People often use
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weak passwords that they use on multiple sites and have used for multiple years or keep
in insecure places. Additionally, requiring a password for authentication means that the
service also needs a “forgot your password” option which introduces another weakness.
A way to reset the password is often sent to the users’ e-mail address, which could be
compromised. A pin code suffers from the same vulnerabilities as the password does but
makes use of a smaller amount of possible characters making it more vulnerable even to
brute force attacks. Brute force attacks guess every possible option until one works. Like
passwords people tend to use pin codes in multiple places and pick pin codes they think
are easy to remember like 1234 or 9876. Finally, SMS authentication is considered lack-
ing in safety because SMS messages are sent to a mobile number, which is assigned to a
SIM card. Because users sometimes lose their phones, SIM cards can often be replaced
at mobile shops. This means that a party may take part in “SIM swapping” by present-
ing him or herself as someone else at such a mobile provider’s shop in order to swap the
SIM card. The malicious party will then receive the SMS messages intended for someone
else. Sometimes the malicious party is, or works together with, the employee of the mo-
bile providers shop making SIM swapping attempts easier. “SIM swapping” attacks are
currently the most popular attack on crypto assets [87]. Because all three authentication
methods above are lacking in security, we do not consider a 2-factor authentication option
using two of the three methods that much safer that it should belong in a higher capability.
Keep in mind that using 2-factor authentication may give the user a false sense of safety,
which is a risk.

Collection of user data is differently categorized as other KPAs. Collection of user
data A indicates that the service has an extensive Know Your Customer (KYC) protocol
in place that needs to be completed before the user may make use of the service. Some
services such as VCEPs in some countries may be obligated by new cryptocurrency leg-
islation in their respective countries to have an extensive KYC protocol in place. The
reason KYC protocols may be obligatory according to cryptocurrency legislation is so the
exchanging of cryptocurrency to fiat currency can be traced to a legal identity. This way
no person or party who has illegally obtained cryptocurrency can exchange that currency
into fiat currency without the governing body being able to trace his or her legal identity.
However, with VCEPs, CWPs and WPs often being relatively new companies who some-
times may be more interested in usability than the safety of their users’ data we consider
the extensive gathering of user data harmful. Data gathered may be lost, sold or spread
to parties with malicious intent. Because of this reason we state that no KYC protocol is
secure, while an extensive KYC protocol is not. Losing anonymity in the ecosystem of
cryptocurrencies exposes investors to the more dangerous threats [46, 52, 61, 67]. There-
fore, collection of user data A includes those services that make their users complete an
extensive KYC protocol.

Legislation B is assigned to countries who do not have specialized legislation concern-
ing crypto-assets (yet) [1,12,86,87]. This capability is also assigned to providers who are
not obliged to adhere to the specialized legislation in place. For instance, some legisla-
tion only concerns VCEPs but not CWPs or WPs. With a large amount of the countries
in the world adhering to the recommendations on AML legislation by the FATF which
will be released in 2020 almost every country in the world belongs to capability level
B. Only countries that already have specialized crypto-asset legislation in place do not
belong to this capability. Countries with specialized legislation in place are the United
States, Bermuda, Malta, Japan, South Korea, Europe, the United Kingdom and Canada.
The fact that the FATF will release its recommendation considering new AML legislation
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specialized for crypto-assets in 2020 does not mean that every country will implement the
new legislation in 2020. Countries who do not have specialized crypto-asset legislation
may not act against providers who dupe or otherwise disadvantage their users. This is a
risk and the reason we have assigned legislation B to maturity level four.

Finally, distribution of power A is the last capability assigned to maturity level four.
This capability, however, is one of the most important in the CSSMAM model [1, 4, 5, 9,
11,12,15,28,73,86,87]. Distribution of power A is assigned to all services who control the
private keys of their users. This means that all exchanges that are not decentralized have
this capability assigned to them. This also means that those exchanges cannot achieve a
higher maturity level than four. The reason exchanges need the power over the private
keys of their users is to be able to guarantee trades are completed in a timely manner or
completed at all. However, if the provider controls an investor’s private key, they control
their crypto-assets. These providers keep a lot of those crypto-assets of multiple investors
making them a prime target for parties with malicious intent. Additionally, providers
controlling the private keys and thus crypto-assets of their clients may leverage them for
personal gain by participating in pump and dump schemes, fake trading volumes or keep
newly forked coins for themselves. Because of these risks we have decided that providers
who control their clients’ private keys can never be considered anything more than lacking
in safety, maturity level four.

6.5 Level five : Relatively safe

Capabilities in level five consist of instruction A, customer service A, hashing A, encryp-
tion A, digital signature A, active development C, communication B and governance C.

Instruction A is assigned to services who do not attempt to teach and instruct their
users on the threats, dangers and practices to safely invest in the cryptocurrency ecosys-
tem. Uninformed users are much easier to rob or trick out of their crypto-assets by parties
with malicious intent [46, 52, 61, 67]. Half of all the crypto-assets stolen in the US in
the past year [1, 87] was stolen by social engineers. The most effective countermeasure
to social engineering is repeated instruction. Threats and dangers may be forgotten by
investors, or the threats and dangers themselves may change over time. For that reason,
instruction should be repeated. Any service not instructing their users on the threats and
dangers of investing in the ecosystem indirectly puts them at risk. This is the reason in-
struction A is assigned to maturity level five.

Capability A of customer service also belongs in maturity level five. Customer service
A is assigned when a provider has no customer service in place at all. This means that
whenever something goes awry investors have not a single option to ask for help. Fur-
thermore, no customer service severely hurts trust in a provider.

Hashing A is the capability assigned to providers who either do not make use of a hash-
ing algorithm or who use an outdated algorithm [33, 76]. The outdated algorithms who
are assigned to this capability are the MD5 (and older, MD4, MD3 and so on) and SHA-1
families of algorithms. SHA-1 keys could be broken by a computer worth 30 million in
56 hours in 2005. 2005 Is a long time ago and improvements in computing power have
been made constantly. We can safely assume that SHA-1 keys can be broken much faster
nowadays. Breaking hashed information usually is not the easiest way of gaining access
to crypto-assets, which is why even providers with no hashing or outdated algorithms can
still achieve a maturity level of five.

Like hashing, encryption also has multiple families of algorithms which offer varying
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amounts of security [22]. Encryption A is assigned to providers who either do not make
use of an encryption algorithm or use DES or RSA with less than 1024 bits. The Data En-
cryption Standard (DES) can be broken by brute force in under 26 hours, and the service
is even offered online 1 . In 2010 an RSA key with 768 bits was broken in 2 years, with
computing power increasing over the past 9 years we decided to flag any RSA key with
less than 1024 breakable. As was the case with hashing, because other links are weaker a
poor encryption algorithm can still belong to a provider with maturity level five.

The same principle is used when it comes to the digital signatures used. Digital signa-
ture A belongs to services who make use of an RSA key with less than 1024 bits.

Active development C further limits the time window in which an update should have
taken place. Providers who have updated their service within the past three months are
awarded active development C. Additional maturity levels may be earned by updating
more often with updating daily belonging in maturity level nine or ten (optimal).

Communication B is awarded to providers who release an update from time to time.
There is some communication on important news and updates, but communication has not
been standardized nor is every issue addressed and explained. Lacking communication
can still lead to unwanted and risky situations but does not directly hurt safety to a large
amount, which is why the capability can be considered relatively safe, maturity level five.

Finally, governance C is the last capability belonging to maturity level five [1, 12, 86,
87]. Any country with a well-functioning governing body are granted this capability. We
consider the governing bodies of Europe, the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom,
Australia, New Zealand, South Korea, Singapore, Malta and Bermuda to function to this
degree.

6.6 Level six : Relatively Safe

Capabilities assigned to maturity level six are the collection of user data B, distribution of
power B, open source A and legislation C.

Collection of user data B is granted to providers who either have limited their KYC
protocol and have not included proof of residency and proof of ID or allow users to make
use of their service without KYC to a certain degree. This way users may stay anonymous
unless they use too much of their real information in the KYC or want to use the service
fully and fill in the KYC form. Services with these kinds of KYC protocols in place are
not that bad, which is why this capability belongs in maturity level six.

Distribution of power B is granted to providers who let their clients control their own
private keys. If the provider does not control the private keys, they cannot disappear with
all the crypto assets, pump and dump using crypto-assets of their clients or lose every-
thing in a hack or scam. This does mean that the user is now responsible for keeping their
private keys safe, but because all users have their own private keys all crypto-assets are
not pooled into one place. This means that it is a lot less interesting to hackers and social
engineers.

Open source A is assigned when providers do not release their code as open source.
Advantages of open source are that more eyes can more often find bugs and weak-

nesses, and these are usually patched soon after discovery [87]. Software or services that
are not open source may take a while to do so, or do not even know about the bug. Ma-
licious insiders may create backdoors as well. However, this does not necessarily mean

1https://crack.sh/
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that anything not open source is not safe necessarily which is why this capability belongs
to relatively safe, maturity level six.

Finally, legislation C is the last capability of maturity level six. Countries granted this
capability do have specialized legislation but are not pushing the standards. Countries that
belong to this select group are Europe, the United Kingdom and Canada.

6.7 Level seven : Safe

Capabilities in maturity level seven are collection of user data C, instruction B, digital
signature B, authentication protocol D, open source B, communication C, experimental
security options A and customer service B.

Collection of user data C is granted when a service has no KYC protocol at all. When
no data is gathered, there is no data to be lost, stolen or sold. This way their clients keep
anonymous and thus safer. Maturity levels up to 8 can be granted, with 9 and ten only if
the company or service goes out of their way to keep their clients’ data even safer.

Instruction B is a capability assigned to the providers who put some effort in instructing
and teaching their customers about the potential threats of the cryptocurrency ecosystem.
The instructions are not extensive however, or not repeated very often. A little can still
help a lot, especially when it concerns the safekeeping of private keys or seed phrases, for
example.

Digital signature B means that a provider uses digital signature algorithms that are
currently considered safe. These algorithms are RSA keys with more than 2048 bits,
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) and Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) [43, 62, 77]. Additional maturity levels are granted to providers who make
use of ECDSA, which is more modern than DSA and can be just as safe with less bits
used. When using DSA the company or service should make very sure the random key k
is kept secret. Using the same value twice, using a predictable value or leaking even a bit
of the random key k can undermine security. This issue also effects ECDSA. If the key is
kept safe both DSA and ECDSA are safe.

Authentication protocol D is assigned when a provider makes use of 2-factor authen-
tication [49] with the exception of the following combinations; password/pin & loca-
tion, password/pin & voice recognition, password/pin & SMS, password/pin & security
question, SMS & location, SMS & voice recognition, SMS & security question, security
question & location, security question & voice recognition and security question & face
recognition. 2 Factor-authentication is the combination of two authentication methods,
which does make authentication a lot safer. However, when making use of two methods
both lacking in security 2 factor authentication still is not that safe. Because of this reason
we excluded the combinations above.

When a provider is partly open source, or completely open source but with a small
amount of people that commit to the project we assign open source B. Partly open source
still has the added benefit of more eyes that find and solve more problems, sooner. How-
ever, the trust bonus that is gained when a service is completely open source so users
can see what the company or group of developers is doing exactly is not earned. When
the service has a small amount of active developers, we also do not grant the highest ca-
pability, because the added benefit of being open source is limited. Communication C
is assigned when the provider communicates about updates, decisions and other things
about the cryptocurrency ecosystem in a regulated and timely manner. The communica-
tion also needs to be published in relevant channels.
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Experimental security options are a process area meant to grant providers with dis-
tinctive security options maturity levels to distinguish them from their peers who do not.
Capability A is granted to any provider who does not employ experimental, new or dis-
tinguishing security options. Because providers can be safe enough without making use
of distinguishing security methods this capability is assigned to maturity level seven.

Finally, the last capability in maturity level seven is customer service B. This capa-
bility can be earned by providing customer service to some degree. Clients can contact
the company or group of developers and ask for help if necessary. However, the whole
process cannot be called fast, effective or very professional and problems are not resolved
often enough.

6.8 Level eight : Safe

Capabilities in maturity level eight are hashing B and Encryption B.
Hashing B is assigned when the family of hashing algorithms that are used to hash

data is SHA-2, BLAKE or equivalent in terms of security [17, 36]. Although not to most
secure algorithms available at the time of writing, all these algorithms are considered safe.

Encryption B is granted when the family of encryption algorithms used is AES 128/AES
256 or equivalent [30]. This encryption algorithm is currently used by the NSA to encrypt
secret information, which means it should be safe enough for a wallet provider.

6.9 Level nine : Optimal

The capabilities assigned to level nine are legislation D, instruction C, authentication pro-
tocol E, customer service C, experimental security options B, open source B and commu-
nication D. Legislation D is granted only to countries that have the most modern legis-
lation specialized for cryptocurrency. The countries that have that kind of legislation at
the time of writing are Malta, Bermuda, the United States, Japan and South Korea. All
of them have a different approach, but it is too early to determine which functions better
than others [1, 12, 86, 87].

Instruction C means that a provider instructs its clients on the threats in the cryptocur-
rency ecosystem and repeats that instruction from time to time. Instructions may include,
but are not limited to, a) keeping the seed phrase safe, b) recognizing scams, c) double
checking website address and d) verifying communication. Additional maturity levels can
be granted when a provider optimizes instruction of clients further.

Authentication protocol E is assigned to providers with the strictest of authentication
protocols. Authentication should use 2, or more, factor authentication. One of the au-
thentication methods should be considered very secure. Methods we consider that secure
are iris recognition, fingerprint recognition, one-time password (token) and one-time pass-
word (software). Mobile devices can be considered tokens if the provider limits its service
to that device only. Our rationale is that mobile devices are not often left lying around as
PCs or laptops are because they are usually kept on the body. They often require addi-
tional authentication and can be deactivated or reset from a distance when stolen. Services
in authentication protocol E can distinguish themselves further by offering additional au-
thentication options.

Customer service C is assigned to providers who have optimized their customer ser-
vice. The service should be fast and professional, a large amount of problems should
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be solved. The customer service should be carried out by professionals and not be out-
sourced to a generic customer service company. Outsourcing to a company specialized in
the field is fine, however.

Experimental security options B is reserved only to the providers that have imple-
mented cutting edge technology, protocols or otherwise experimental methods [60] to
secure their services. Examples of currently experimental security methods are decoy
wallets. Decoy wallets pretend to be the main wallet when a service is opened, but a
secret handling is needed to reveal the main wallet. This way, when robbed or held up at
gunpoint only the decoy wallet may be lost or stolen.

Open source C is granted when a service is entirely open source. Being entirely open
source means that every part of the service can be inspected by the public, revealing that
the company or group of developers behind it is not doing anything unwanted. Addition-
ally, bugs and other problematics can be found and resolved earlier. There needs to be an
active group of reasonable size of developers.

The final capability D of communication is assigned to providers who have optimized
their communication. The most popular outlets are used effectively and regularly. Users
can ask questions and are answered within a reasonable time frame. Decisions are ex-
plained carefully, and their users are sometimes even included in the process. Other
methods of communication such as roadmaps, AMA’s and interviews with developers
can also help optimizing communication.

6.10 Level ten : Optimal

The final maturity level only has two capabilities; hashing C and distribution of power C.
There are two families of hashing algorithms that are considered quantum-proof, and

as such the best possible algorithms for the future. These two families are SHA-3 and
BLAKE2. Any provider using one of these two families or equivalent has optimized their
hashing to such a degree that they have earned hashing C, maturity level 10.

Distribution of power C is assigned to those providers that allow their clients to divide
power over their private keys to be split across multiple parties and devices. For instance,
2 out of 3, 3 out of 5 or signing transactions using an offline device. Some providers
provide their users with the services of a specialized signing company who can serve as a
third party in 2 out of 3.

6.11 Mass evaluation of the crypto asset safekeeping security matu-
rity assessment model

As a second, and hopefully, continuous evaluation method we make use of mass validation
by publishing the model online and asking for feedback from everyone interested. The
model is currently published online at www.howsafeismycrypto.com. We try eliciting
feedback out of a) my fellow students during, and after, presentations b) the interviewed
experts by communicating the model back to them and c) providers the model has been
demonstrated on. At the time of writing we have had 8 e-mails resulting in a couple of
adaptations to the model.
The current iteration of the CSSMAM can be found below.
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Figure 6.1: The crypto asset safekeeping security maturity assessment model
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Demonstration

After developing the model, we now demonstrate it on the largest providers of virtual
currency exchange, custodian wallets and wallets. Tables with descriptions on every in-
spected key process area and the filled in model belonging to that service can be found in
appendix B.

7.1 Largest VCEPs by volume

# Top 5 VCEPs Maturity level Maturity score Rationale

1 Binance 4 90 Binance scores high on most process areas and is a good example for other
exchanges. However, it still supports SMS as a 2-FA function.

2 Digifinex.com 4 83
Digifinex does not score particularly high on most process areas and has
room for improvement everywhere. However, it does not score low
anywhere either which is shown in the maturity level.

3 BitMax.io 4 82 Bitmax, like Digifinex does well across the board, but has a lot of room for
improvement as well.

4 OKEx.com 2 69 OKEx scores low, security of their customers, customer support and trust
does not seem to be a high priority, avoid.

5 Dobiexchange.com 2 68 Like OKEx, dobiexchange has put little effort in the security and protection
of their customers.

Table 7.1: Top VCEPs

In order to determine which VCEPs are the largest we look at the trading volume reported
on coinmarketcap.com [10]. Note that we have discovered before that the trading vol-
ume reported on a large part of the top ranking VCEPs is probably false [4], but without
possessing verified statistics we have no choice but to make use of the trading volume.
Reported volume on exchanges may rise or drop explosively, so we look at the 30-day
reported adjusted trading volume. Review tables and filled in models belonging to the top
VCEPs can be found in appendix B.

The first VCEP we look at is Binance, the largest VCEP by trading volume. Binance
was founded in 2017 in China but was moved to Japan before China banned cryptocur-
rency trading. Binance is currently based in Tokyo, Japan. Japan is ahead of most coun-
tries when it comes to AML legislation concerning crypto assets. The governing body of
Japan can be trusted as well.

Binance does put some effort into instructing its users on possible threats. On every
visit of the website and logging in users are prompted to double-check the websites’ ad-
dress. When registering as a new user there are some extra instructions on safety that
need to be read and checked off, before the user can continue. The next step is setting
up 2-FA, which is strongly recommended. Unfortunately, Binance does allow 2-FA using
SMS, which is known to be abused by hackers using SIM swapping. Whenever visiting a
user’s profile, a security recommendation is shown.

Binance is relatively lenient when it comes to its KYC protocol. Without any proof
of identity or residency users can withdraw up to 2 Bitcoin every 24 hours, which may
seem like a small amount but keep in mind that at time of writing 1 Bitcoin is worth more
than $10.000. If a user wants to be able to withdraw more than 2 Bitcoin every 24 hours
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there is an extensive KYC protocol that requires your first name, last name, date of birth,
country, city and postal code. In addition, a proof of identity and a proof of residency are
required. When it comes to cutting edge and experimental security solutions, we did not
encounter any.

As VCEPs usually are not open source we have no way of finding out what standards
are used for hashing, encryption and digital signatures. In addition, as a VCEP Binance
controls your private keys, which means you can lose your investments whenever Binance
is hacked from the in or –outside, does some economically stupid things or just decides to
take off. Not to mention that users may not receive new currencies after a hard fork, may
lose their investments when a coin they have is delisted from the website altogether and
may have their capital used in pump and dump practices. Authentication on Binance is
done by e-mail address and password. 2-FA is optional, but so strongly recommended we
doubt many users would skip setting it up. Unfortunately, 2-FA allows using SMS, which
is known to be weak to SIM swapping.

Binance is updated regularly and does very well in communication. It uses Telegram,
Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram and Medium to communicate with its users. Except
for communication the help desk has a reputation for being fast and resolving most prob-
lems. Users without exceptional problems can consult the extensive FAQ.

Binance, as the largest VCEP in the world does a lot of things very well. Their instruc-
tion, communication and customer support are excellent. Unfortunately, the bottleneck
is the authentication method, although they do force users to use 2-FA they allow users
to use SMS. With SIM swapping becoming such a popular method of stealing crypto
assets, we believe this is no longer a method that should be used. Binance, according
to our model can be considered lacking in security with a maturity level of 4. We also,
however, include a maturity score which is a total of maturity levels reached in every cat-
egory which can be used to distinguish providers with the same maturity level. Binance,
because it does score very well in a large amount of the categories has earned itself a
maturity score of 90, which is very high.

The second VCEP is OKEx.com, founded in 2017 in Malta which is known for its
modern legislation on digital assets. The governing body of Malta can be trusted. OKex
does a lot worse than Binance, however. There is notably hardly any instruction on threats
and security for users when signing up, logging in or visiting your user profile when using
OKEx. The exchange requires extensive KYC, without complying trading on their plat-
form is not possible. There do not seem to be any special or experimental security options
in place.

Like most, if not every, VCEP OKex is not open source and the hashing, encryption
and digital signature standards they likely use to some extent are not known to us. In ad-
dition, as was the case with Binance, and will be with every other VCEP, OKex controls
your private keys. This means you can lose your investments whenever OKex is hacked
from the in or –outside, does some economically stupid things or just decides to take off.
Not to mention that users may not receive new currencies after a hard fork, may lose their
investments when a coin they have is delisted from the website altogether and may have
their capital used in pump and dump practices.

Authentication is done by e-mail and password. 2-FA is possible, but users are not
prompted to set it up unless they visit the tab in their profile. When setting up 2-FA,
OKex does allow SMS to be used, which is known to be weak to SIM swapping.

Okex is updated regularly and communicates about its updates on the website. The
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helpdesk of Okex seems especially poor. There is no FAQ to be found, and although there
are OKex Facebook and Twitter account they are not linked to from the website, which
may indicate they are not official. We consider OKex to be unsafe, with a maturity level of
2 and a maturity score of 69. Not instructing users at all and only using authentication by
e-mail and password is very unsafe. The company has barely any redeemable qualities,
as customer service and communication can be considered lacking as well. Users can not
use the exchange without complying to the extensive KYC protocol either.

The third VCEP is DigiFinex, founded in 2017 in the Seychelles, but currently head-
quartered in Singapore. Modern legislation on cryptocurrencies in Singapore is underway
but not yet implemented at the time of writing. The governing body in Singapore can be
trusted.

DigiFinex puts a decent amount of effort in instructing its user base, there are some
instructions on safety on login and registration as well as repeated security tips when
you visit the user profile. Like Binance DigiFinex allows users to use the exchange and
withdraw money without adhering to their KYC protocol. The amount is half of that of
Binance, however, with 1 Bitcoin every 24 hours.

As was the case with the other VCEPs there does not seem to be any experimental or
cutting-edge security features in place. Neither do we have any way to discern the hash-
ing, encryption and digital signature protocols that are used to protect user data. As is the
case with every VCEP the power over private keys is in the hands of DigiFinex and the
code is not open source.

DigiFinex does very well when it comes to the authentication protocol. Authentica-
tion is done by e-mail and password, after which a one-time password will be sent to the
e-mail on every login. In addition, 2 factor-authentication is strongly recommended. The
2 factor-authentication used by DigiFinex does not support SMS, which is important.

The communication is decent, with the company using the websites’ notice board,
Facebook, twitter and Telegram but the customer service could be better. The only way of
contact seems to be through a ticket option and the customer service does not link to the
communication channels. According to our model DigiFinex can be considered relatively
safe with a maturity level of 5 and a maturity score of 83. DigiFinex does not do amazing
things in any category, but scores decent in every category.

The fourth VCEP by corrected trading volume is Dobiexchange.com, an exchange
based in Hong Kong, China. We had trouble researching the founding year, country the
company is based in and their address which hurts our trust.

Dobi fails to instruct their users on threats, does not allow users to make use of their
services without extensive KYC and has very poor customer service. The only option of
communication is an e-mail address which was hard to find on the website. Like other
VCEPs we have no way of finding out which technical standards are being used for hash-
ing, encryption and Digital Signature. Also, like other VCEPs Dobi controls their users’
private keys. The authentication protocol cannot be called very strong either. It is done by
e-mail and password with 2 factor authentication being optional, but not recommended by
Dobi. The one thing they do correctly is not supporting SMS when using 2-fa, but only
authenticator.

Dobiexchange is unsafe with a maturity level of 2 and a maturity score of 68 which
indicates that there are a lot of categories they scored very poorly in.
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The fifth and final VCEP by trading volume is Bitmax.io which is based in Switzerland
where both legislation and governance are all right. Bitmax does unfortunately forget to
instruct their users on any security threat. This is one of the categories they could easily
improve in. Bitmax allows their users to make use of the exchange and withdraw up to 2
Bitcoin every 24 hours, just like Binance. 2 Factor-authentication is required for every-
thing, and Bitmax does not support 2-FA by SMS which is a big plus. Like all VCEPs
Bitmax controls the private keys of their users, Bitmax is not open source and do not
release statements regarding the use of security protocols. Communication of Bitmax is
fine, but customer service is kind of lacking. The company only sports a ticket option for
users with problems in addition to a FAQ.

All in all, Bitmax does well enough in every category to receive a relatively safe ma-
turity level of 5, with a maturity score of 82.

7.2 Top Custodian Wallet Providers (CWPs)

# Top 5 VCEPs Maturity level Maturity score Rationale

1 BitGo 4 99

BitGo does very well for a custodian wallet provider who does provide its
services to individual investors. BitGo makes an effort in instructing their users
and uses all the modern standards. They are partly open source as well which
helps both in trust as in development. However, they keep their clients’ private
keys. Clients pay them for that service, which is why they are custodian wallet
providers. We cannot grant a service any maturity level higher than 4 without
users controlling their own private keys.

2 Xapo 2 77

Xapo offers its services to individual investors as well but puts in very little
effort. There is no instruction, nor are they open source. There is extensive KYC
and they even allow their clients to login using Facebook or Google. People
forget to logout of their Facebook or Google services on public computers all the
time. Extremely unsafe.

Table 7.2: Top CWPs

The custodian wallet providers are selected by reputation from websites proficient in the
cryptocurrency ecosystem [10]. The completed review tables and filled in models belong-
ing to the CWPs we look at can be found in appendix B.

BitGo supports custody of over 100 different cryptocurrencies and has been in busi-
ness since 2013. We selected the company because it is one of the best known, and oldest,
CWPs in the business. Xapo is another very old CWP founded in 2013. The company is
based in Zürich Switzerland and it allegedly holds 7% of the world’s circulating Bitcoin
in its Swiss vaults [10]. Xapo only offers a Bitcoin wallet.

When analyzing the custodian wallet providers, we ran into a large problem. Most
custodians are not open to the general public but only to institutional investors, which we
are not. Without access we cannot analyze the security measures in place. As such we
can only analyze the custodian wallet providers who also offer their services to individual
investors.

BitGo is one of the oldest CWPs in the business. Founded in 2013 in California, USA
the company has been around for a long time and it shows. BitGo does not neglect in-
structing their users. When registering there is advanced feedback on the strength of the
chosen password and how long it would take to brute force it. When users make a back-up
key there is advanced instruction and variety in choices. If a user so chooses to keep their
own back-up key, the key is downloaded in pdf which removes some security risks such
as screen capturing and key loggers. Users are instructed what to do with their keys and
backups keys if they choose to keep them themselves. BitGo does not require any KYC
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at all. Sure, they want to know an e-mail address and a username, but nobody forces users
to use their legal names. BitGo makes use of modern technical standards. They use SHA-
512 (part of the SHA-2 standard) which is secure, and AES-128 for encryption which is
considered very strong.

BitGo uses Elliptical Curve Digital Signature Algorithms (ECDSA) which is consid-
ered secure if you use it correctly. Authentication is done by 2-factor authentication, with
one of them being an authenticator (token) as a minimum but security can be increased
even further. Communication is fine but customer support is a bit lacking, with an exten-
sive FAQ but only a ticket option to report problems. BitGo is partly open source, which
does help in finding bugs sooner but not completely open source which does not net them
the trust bonus a completely open source provider would earn.

Finally, when making use of the custodian service BitGo controls their users’ private
keys. This does mean they are vulnerable to the company going out of business, or them
being hacked from either the in or –outside.

In conclusion, BitGo does many things well but in the end does not allow users to con-
trol their own private keys, which is the point of a custodian service after all. However,
this does introduce very real risks in the ecosystem of cryptocurrency, risks we cannot ig-
nore. As such we consider BitGo relatively safe with a maturity level of 4 and a maturity
score of 99.

The second custodian wallet provider which also offers their services to individuals
is Xapo. Founded in 2013 in Zurich, Switzerland, Xapo is considered one of the oldest
and largest custodians holding allegedly over 7% of all Bitcoin. We think those Bitcoin
may belong to their institutional investors mostly, because their individual custodian ser-
vice seems lacking.

Xapo does not offer any instruction to their users, KYC is extensive and required. Xapo
is not transparant nor open source, so we could not retrieve information on the hashing,
encryption and digital signature algorithms we assume are in place. Authentication seems
to be especially lax, logging in can be done by e-maill and password or even with face-
book or google which we must admit have not seen anywhere before. At least they do
communicate clearly on Twitter and Facebook, but their customer service does not seem
to be all that impressive either with only a ticket option and an FAQ.

As such we can only assign a maturity level of 2 to Xapo, with a maturity score of 77.
A CW should not allow login by facebook or google under any circumstances. E-mail
and password is not very secure either. As of 15-8-2019 Xapo’s custody services have
been acquired by Coinbase.
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7.3 Top wallet providers

# Top WPs Maturity level Maturity score Rationale

1 Trezor 8 119

Trezor is an impressive piece of technology. They instruct their users, provide a
hardware product of the highest grade, use all the modern techniques and
standards and are open source to boot. Trezor does not require any personal
information from their users. Keep in mind that Trezor does not come free.

2 Ledger 7 117
Ledger is very alike Trezor, and a hardware wallet. However, the big difference
with Trezor is that Ledger’s bootloader is not open source. This hurts their trust a
little bit

3 Greenadress 6 117
Greenadress does recently well in most important process areas. Their
communication, customer service and authentication protocol firmly keep them
at maturity level six.

4 Electrum 6 115

Electrum was granted a maturity level of 6 which is impressive for a software
wallet. The wallet is open source and does not require personal information from
their users. They do not enforce 2-factor authentication, although their security
options are highly secure if chosen.

5 Edge 5 118

Edge does a lot of thing well. Their ideas about security, their discussions about
their choices on security options are all top notch. They use the latest standards.
Authentication protocol could be better, but like other mobile wallets they use the
users’ mobile device as a unique identifier (token). Edge could be several
maturity levels higher if not for the complete lack of instruction for their users.

6 Coinomi 4 102

Coinomi is average. Technical they are up-to-date. Communication and customer
service are minimal. Authentication protocol only requires a password or pin
code which is bad. Fortunately, they use a mobile device as unique identifier
(token) but even then, only a password or pin code is not very secure.

7 Armory 1 100

Armory is a special case. It is both one of the best wallets, while also being one
of the worst. Technically nobody does better. Armory even lets you choose the
own size of AES encryption. They also offer various experimental security
features such as vaults and the offline signing of transactions which can be
divided across multiple parties and devices. However, their main problem is that
the wallet has not had an update in the past year. As such it should be avoided.
Customer service and communication ever since the product was discontinued
and made open source has been bad too.

8 Bitcoin Core 1 92 Bitcoin Core is a very basic wallet client. Being basic it lacks functionality to
make it secure. There is no authentication protocol which is its worst quality.

9 Exodus 1 90
Exodus has invested in usability and design instead of security. There is no
authentication protocol. Communication and customer service are decent
however. A very basic service with great looks.

Table 7.3: Top wallet providers

Wallet providers provide software or hardware so you can store your own cryptocurrency.
We will look at the most popular solutions in a few different categories; hardware wallets,
software wallets, web wallets and mobile wallets. All completed reviews and filled in
models can be found in appendix B.

Hardware wallets are physical devices that need to be bought. They are made to be
secure even on an infected computer or when physically stolen. The two best known and
most used hardware wallets are Trezor and Ledger, we will look at both.

Software wallets require the user to download them to their desktop. They store your
private keys on your machine, which does make them depend on the security of that ma-
chine. In this section we look at four different software wallets that are rather different.
First, we look at two of the most popular wallets; Exodus and Electrum. The third candi-
date is one of the oldest wallets; Bitcoin Core and the last wallet is Armory, a wallet built
specifically to be secure.

Web or online wallets run in the cloud and are often quick and easy to use. We looked
at two web wallets; greenadress.io and blockchain.info, but greenadress.io discontinued
its web wallet while blockchain.info has extended its web wallet to be an exchange. We
reviewed greenadress.io as a mobile wallet instead and chose to drop blockchain.info from
reviewing because it lacked features that distinguished it in any way from the exchanges
we already reviewed. At this moment, there are no popular web wallets in existence any-
more.

Mobile wallets are apps for your smartphone, which means the private keys are stored
on your mobile device (except when using the Ledger app in combination with the Ledger
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hardware device). The three mobile apps we will review are two of the most used mobile
wallets; Edge and Coinomi in addition to greenadress.io which used to be the most popu-
lar web wallet.

We start with looking at Ledger and Trezor, both hardware wallets are very secure and
operate in much the same way. We will describe both here because their strengths are
often shared and their differences small.

Both hardware wallets have extensive instruction on safety and threats, and what to do
to recover the wallet. They both do not require any form of KYC, and both make use of
the latest hardware that should be resistant to any tampering from the outside. Techni-
cally both wallet providers are very alike as well, the hashing standard used is SHA-256
(SHA-2 family), the encryption algorithm being used is AES-256 and the digital signature
algorithm is ECDSA. All these protocols are currently considered secure. Both Ledger
and Trezor allow their users full control over their private keys, have an extensive FAQ,
ticket option and active communication over social media such as Facebook, Twitter and
Telegram. Ledger is based in Paris, France while Trezor is based in Prague, Czech Repub-
lic. Both countries are part of the EU where the legislation on cryptocurrency is modern
and will be even better at the end of this year. Governance in both countries can be trusted.
The differences are minimal; Trezor is entirely open source, while Ledger is only partly
open source. The reason behind this is that Ledger does not publicize their bootloader
code because it is used that their hardware was not tampered with on delivery. Trezor
uses holographic stickers instead, but we consider that less secure than Ledgers solution.
However, not being entirely open source hurts the trust in Ledger. Both hardware act as
a token themselves and are additionally protected by PIN. Ledger only requires a PIN
code of 4 digits, while Trezor requires 9 which is a little safer. An additional password is
needed when connecting the device to a computer.

At the end of the day both hardware wallets are very secure and much alike, but be-
tween the two Trezor scores just a little bit better with a maturity level of 8 and a maturity
score of 119, while ledger has a maturity level of 7 and a maturity score of 117.

The software wallets we chose to demonstrate the CSSMAM on vary more than Ledger
and Trezor. The first software wallet we examined is Exodus. Exodus distinguishes itself
with its sleek design and clear interface. The wallet focusses itself on usability and design
rather than security. There is no instruction on threats in the cryptocurrency ecosystem,
there is no authentication protocol and no encryption because there are no passwords or
other user data to encrypt. We could not even find an option to set a password. Like all
WPs exodus at least allows users control over their own private keys. Exodus also does
well on communication and active development. Communication is done using multiple
social media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter and Slack. The wallet is updated every
two weeks. Exodus is based in the United States, where both legislation and governance
considering cryptocurrency are one of the best.

In conclusion, Exodus focusses on usability and design rather than security. Their
business plan depends on the number of users, which they attract with said usability and
design. Investors are not protected nor informed. Exodus is not open source. Exodus has
a maturity level of 1 and a maturity score of 81.

The next wallet provider is Electrum, one of the oldest wallets in existence. It was
released in November 2011. Electrum is very different from Exodus, focusing on secu-
rity and functionality rather than usability. When downloading Electrum there are various
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warnings regarding the source of the download. There is a PGP signature included in or-
der to check the download. Users are instructed on the use of their seed key, how to keep
it safe and where to keep it. In order to double-check if users have written down their seed
phrase it is asked of them again, users can not copy the seed phrase. Unfortunately, the
seed phrase is entered by keyboard, which makes it susceptible to key loggers. Electrum
has no KYC, it allows full control over your private keys and even offers a third-party
signing service. The seed phrase is hashed using SHA-256, which is secure. Passwords
and private keys are encrypted using AES-256 which is also very secure. The authen-
tication protocol depends on the kind of wallet you want to create. Multisig, 2-factor
authentication wallets are possible but if a user so chooses, he could create a wallet with
only a password. This is not recommended however, which is why we grant Electrum
capability C here. Communication is only done through Twitter, but communication is
extensive, clear and released regularly. A weaker point is their customer service which
is minimal, barely earning capability B. Electrum is updated regularly, however, and en-
tirely open source. The open source project is registered in the United States where both
legislation and governance considering the cryptocurrency ecosystem is one of the best in
the world.

Although it may take a little getting used to Electrum, we consider it very safe. The
wallet is open source, updated and the company is non-profit. Authentication can be done
well, but it depends on the user and is not enforced. The technical standards are all mod-
ern. Electrum was granted a maturity level of 6 and a maturity score of 115.

The next wallet provider is Bitcoin Core, the oldest wallet in existence released to-
gether with the Bitcoin code. The wallet is also a full node and verifies every transaction
fully. The wallet functionality is very basic. The wallet does not provide instructions, nor
does it require a password or ask for user information. As we mentioned, the wallet is
very basic. This is both a good thing and a bad one. It provides the basic functionality
and does that as it should. The wallet is open source and non-profit, updated regularly
and allows users complete control over their private keys. The wallet however, does not
have an authentication protocol nor support seed keys. As such there is no encryption
or hashing of anything. There is no customer support to speak of and communication is
sporadic. The head developer with the domain belonging to Bitcoin Core registered to his
name is Martti Malmi a Finnish developer. Governance and legislation in Finland can be
trusted.

Bitcoin Core as a wallet is not secure, it is however still very usable for anyone willing
to run a full node or verify transactions. Bitcoin core has a maturity level of 1 with a
maturity score of 92.

The final software wallet we use our model on is Armory, a wallet renowned for
focusing on security. Armory offers advanced instruction to its users on all its safety
functionalities, the methods of saving the seed phrase and how to back up your wallet.
It does not require KYC. As the wallet that is renowned for its security, Armory offers
users to choose what number of bits the AES algorithm uses with more bits taking longer
to load but also incredible security. Armory even offers settings to run the wallet over
the TOR-network for anonymity. The SHA-256 algorithm is used for hashing the seed
phrase. Authentication is done using just a password normally, but Amory allows for an
offline signing set-up where a transaction needs to be signed from a computer not con-
nected to the internet. Additionally, Armory is fully open source and non-profit. All of
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this is top notch; however, Armory was developed by Armories technology incorporated
who discontinued the development and handed the project over to the community. The
community has not released an update of Armory in the last year. Communication and
customer support are minimal too.

In conclusion, Armory may have been the most secure wallet there was with some ex-
perimental security techniques and lots of functionalities. Unfortunately, the work on the
wallet has been discontinued which hurts its security a lot and the provider can no longer
be trusted to be safe. Requiring only a password for authentication is weak as well. Ar-
mory has a maturity level of 1, with a maturity score of 100.

The first of the mobile wallets is edge. Using a mobile device, the wallet attempts
to combine security and usability. Their choices of security and authentication are ex-
plained and discussed in blog posts and seem to be thought about deeply. However, they
neglect to instruct their users in order to protect them against threats that are not technical
by default. Edge has chosen to encrypt and hide the master keys at any time in the secure
part of the users’ smartphone so it cannot be stolen by key loggers or screen loggers. Like
all WPs Edge allows users full control over their private keys. Edge is fully open source
with good communication and a dedicated customer support line during work hours. Edge
is updated once a month and based in the United States where both legislation and gover-
nance are good. Edge uses a username and password combination for login. Usernames
are slightly safer than e-mail addresses because those may be found online. When reclog-
ging in within an hour only a pin code is needed. 2-FA is optional but recommended.
Edge uses Scrypt to hash seed phrases which is secure and AES-256 to encrypt which is
also very secure.

Edge seems expertly constructed with a good combination of security and usability.
They make use of the most modern technologies and support their users with good cus-
tomer support and strong communication. However, they seem to forget that users can
protect themselves too if they know how, which is one of their only weak points hurting
their maturity level. Edge has a maturity level of 5 and a maturity score of 118.

The second mobile wallet is Coinomi. Coinomi has instruction on what to do with
your master seed and how to keep it safe, with instruction on what could happen if you
do not. Users are prompted to re-enter the master seed they receive in order to make
sure they wrote it down. Coinomi does not allow users to type in the master seed how-
ever, which protects it against keylogging but not screen logging. There is no KYC to
be found. Technically everything appears to be sound. Coinomi uses SHA-256 to hash
seed phrases and AES-256 to encrypt anything else. Coinomi is not open source however,
which hurts trust in the application. Authentication wise Coinomi could do better, only a
password is required when logging in although the application does allow to replace that
with a PIN (unsafe) or a fingerprint (safer). No 2-Fa option. Customer support is minimal,
with only a ticket option to those with problems. Communication is decent, using the app
store and their website. And finally, the company is based in the European part of Cyprus
where legislation and governance can be trusted.

Concluding, Coinomi does relatively well in most process area’s but could improve a
few. Customer support is minimal and using only a password or pin code as authentica-
tion is weak security, even though it is a mobile wallet which requires the mobile device
as well. Coinomi has a maturity level of 4 with a maturity score of 102.
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The last wallet provider we inspect is Greenadress, once one of the most used web
wallets, which now has moved their service to mobile devices. Greenadress is based in
Malta, which can be considered one of the safest countries in the world when it comes
to cryptocurrency legislation and governance. The move to mobile does imply that secu-
rity on mobile devices is better, and that greenadress cares about security. Greenadress
instructs their users a bit on the importance of the master seed and how to keep it safe
but could do more. KYC is non-existent. As was the case with Coinomi the seed phrase
needs to be re-entered in order to make sure users have it written down, but the words are
not typed out but clicked on instead in order to avoid key logging, but this method is still
vulnerable to screen logging. Greenadress allows for a PGP signature on every official
e-mail to verify its legitimacy. Technically Greenadress seems up to date, with SHA-256
for hashing and AES-256 for encryption, both very secure. Greenadress is completely
open source and allows users to divide ownership of private keys over multiple users or
devices if users so want it. Customer service could be better, with the main channel being
an e-mail address. Communication is decent, with updates on the website and on the of-
ficial Twitter channel. The service is updated once a month. The authentication protocol
requires 2-FA but supports SMS and e-mail which are not that safe. It is however, an
improvement from only requiring a PIN code or password.

In conclusion, Greenadress does well in most process areas but supporting SMS in
2 factor-authentication really hurts them. Greenadress has a maturity level of 6 with a
maturity score of 117.
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Discussion

In this chapter we discuss the process, results and limitations of this research. We
start with major findings and then continue to a discussion on the validity of the literature
review, model creation and model evaluations. We then analyze the practicality and the
accumulation of necessary information to use our model in order to answer our research
questions and finally end with some suggestions for further research.

8.1 Major Findings

In this research we have investigated the safekeeping of crypto assets. We have investi-
gated the technologies used in these systems, studied the attacks on them, learned about
governance and legislation on the matter and evaluated our findings with experts. This
has led to a framework that can inform investors on security of their crypto assets. We
hope it can be used to increase ecosystem maturity and decrease criminal opportunities.
Below are some of our major findings, and the influence that our research has on them.

• This research combines the fields of cryptocurrency and blockchain with security,
governance and risk assessment. A combination necessary not only to consult users
on investing in the cryptocurrency ecosystem more securely, but also for writing
legislation, developing secure wallets and risk assessments.

• Security is determined by its lowest denominator, be that technology, legislation or
humans themselves. Our framework provides a high-level overview of these influ-
ences in security and is as such the only transparent and complete security assess-
ment framework in existence.

• The variance in our security assessment lays bare the immaturity of the ecosystems
and the risks that come with investing in it, but also provides any party within it with
a framework that can be used to improve it. We further expand on this in chapter 8.4
practicality.

When demonstrating our model it becomes clear that popularity is not an indicator of
security. Some providers are clearly insecure but are still used by a large amount of
investors.

8.2 Model Validity

8.2.1 Validity of literature review

We have carried out a specialized literature review from 4 perspectives. The structured
review for the technical perspective was carried out with search words discovered using
feature modelling. With some forward and backward searches, we have established a lit-
erature library on all the technologies that are used.
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The literature review that was performed for the governance and legislation perspec-
tive was carried out by focusing on a small group of trusted and descriptive sources that
together fulfill the need for information in this perspective. We have focused our inves-
tigation on the international organizations of which only a few exist who decide on the
governance and legislation concerning money laundering and as such also digital assets
such as cryptocurrencies.

The last perspective that was used in model creation, the attacker perspective, is nec-
essary to point out the weak points of existing systems, technologies and even humans.
However, these attackers do not document their methods, successes and failures. Research
is based on retrospective analysis, historical breaches and preventive methods.

8.2.2 Validity of model creation

We have combined technological, legal and attacker perspectives into a framework on se-
curity. When we did so, we elected the Information Security Focus Area Maturity pattern
by Mijnhardt et al. [58], which shares an important quality with the reality of security.
The level, of maturity and in this case security, is determined by its lowest denominator.
A system is only as secure as its most insecure link.

However, although the model style is a good fit, there are parts that are lost in trans-
lation. For instance, a capability used in ISFAM models acts as a threshold for a certain
maturity level. However, if the highest threshold of a certain key process area is at matu-
rity level 4 out of 10, does it mean that no system can have a higher maturity level than
4? The answer is no, whenever a threshold is passed additional security levels may be
granted to match maturity level until the next bottleneck is reached, or additional maturity
levels may be granted on a beforehand specified scale.

Key process areas were elicited from our earlier literature reviews and expert opinion.
Capabilities of these key process areas were assigned using the same literature review and
then evaluated with experts and adapted during the demonstration phase.

8.2.3 Validity of model evaluation and adaption

We have evaluated the model through demonstration, expert evaluation and mass evalua-
tion. The model was constructed using knowledge gained from literature reviews and the
expertise of experts in the concerning fields. That model, before demonstration, was eval-
uated by experts using semi-structured interviews. After each (big) iteration previously
interviewed experts were informed of the change and asked for their opinion. Finally,
the model was applied to 16 safekeeping providers of three kinds; 1) virtual currency ex-
change providers, 2) custodian wallet providers and 3) wallet providers. Results of these
demonstrations were communicated to a) providers and b) the public. Feedback from
both sources was incorporated in the next iteration of the model.

Unfortunately, the combination of fields that our model brings together is not some-
thing that an abundance of people in the Netherlands specialize in. As such, the expert
feedback pool is relatively small. That is why the demonstration, communication and
mass validation is important.
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8.3 Model Accuracy

In this research we have investigated security of cryptocurrency safekeeping. The per-
spective we have used is that of an investor. Finally, we chose to use the ISFAM pattern
by Mijnhardt et al. [58] for our security assessment model. We now expand on the conse-
quences and limitations of those decisions.

The problem Mijnhardt et al. [58] had with their ISFAM model was that it is rigid.
Some focus areas and capabilities were not applicable or out of place because of orga-
nizational characteristics. We suffer from the same problem, although the characteristics
of security solutions by providers of wallets arguably differ less than the small medium
enterprises Mijnhardt et al. constructed their model for. Additionally, we have attempted
to alleviate this rigidness by adding the experimental security focus area. This focus area
functions much like the Situational Factors that Bekkers et. al [19] incorporated.

There are almost 3000 different cryptocurrencies1. Safekeeping providers do not sup-
port all of them. Most only support a few(i.e. Coinbase pro2, a well-known VCEP, sup-
ports 53 different cyrptocurrencies3). However, our model does not differentiate providers
by the cryptocurrencies they support. As such investors may use our model on their
provider, or look at the top providers we have reviewed, only to find out they do not sup-
port the cryptocurrencies they own. Furthermore, a lot of those cryptocurrencies have
different use cases. For example, stablecoins are mostly used to transfer money between
different services or currencies as they are pegged to a fiat currency [73]. Other cryp-
tocurrencies such as Bitcoin, are more interesting as a long-term investment, transactions
using Bitcoin are relatively slow and expensive compared to other cryptocurrencies, but
the currency does often rise in value explosively [24, 63]. Thus, logically stablecoins are
used more often in transactions, while Bitcoin is more often bought and then left alone
for a long time. Because of these different use cases using a more usable safekeeping
provider who provides a stable exchange platform with additional other services could be
more enticing than a very secure provider. Those different use cases are not considered in
our model.

We have divided safekeeping providers in virtual currency exchange providers, custo-
dian wallet providers and wallet providers. This division is made on the distribution of
power, a VCEP keeps a large amount of their users’ assets online, digitally and in one
place. A custodian wallet provider also controls their users’ private keys, but usually keep
them offline, divided and insured. A WP lets users control their own private keys. How-
ever, there are differences between these providers in: 1) which cryptocurrencies they
support, 2) whether they insure the funds they are keeping, 3) usability, 4) exchanging
options (fiat currencies, cryptocurrencies, payment methods), 5) minimum or maximum
funds, 6) insurance and much more [53,66]. So even when a service has attained a certain
maturity level there may be other factors to consider instead.

The Information Security Focus Area Maturity (ISFAM) pattern by Mijnhardt et al.
[58] allows clear thresholds for maturity levels, but when the highest-level capability is
reached does that mean the service should be stuck on the maturity level of that highest
capability? Ideally every key process area would have capabilities assigned to every matu-
rity level for accuracy. Nevertheless, some of the highest capabilities are assigned to some
relatively low maturity level because of their importance as thresholds. For instance, gov-

1Coinmarketcap.com
2pro.coinbase.com
3Coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/coinbase-pro/
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ernance capability C is assigned to maturity level 5. A well-functioning governing body
is just too important. Does that mean that no service can attain a higher level than ma-
turity level 5? No, maturity levels are assigned according to safety class or to match the
lowest maturity level of other key process areas. However, either option means that some
accuracy is lost.

When it comes to cryptocurrency governance and legislation, we have taken a rela-
tively general, high-level, approach. This approach results in a difference between model
and reality. Governing bodies are categorized as unsafe, lacking and safe, but there are
many differences to countries within one of those categories. Our categorization when
it comes to legislation suffers much the same problem, although there is one more cate-
gory that belongs to countries with optimized legislation. However, because legislation
is relatively young because cryptocurrencies are relatively young it is hard to categorize
unproven legislation any different than we did.

In our method we stated that our model should be usable by investors themselves, as
such we have disregarded key process areas that are impossible to assess to outsiders. For
instance, how secure a service is definitely depends on internal security practices concern-
ing coding, company access control and internal security instruction. We do not consider
these factors because 1) we do not have access to them, 2) an average investor would
not know where to find the information. Additionally, even if a company would inform
us of their internal practices concerning security, we have no way to double-check that
information. Do note that we have made open source a key practice area in order to partly
combat this lack of information, with a threshold for being open source that companies
that are not cannot surpass. This way we count on the community to review code and
such, although even being open source does not mean that internal security is tight. Fi-
nally, quality of implementation of process areas that we do consider cannot be tested.
For instance, we assign the highest capability to the digital signature key process area if
a provider uses ECDSA. However, if that provider does not implement ECDSA correctly
by reusing a random key or using a predictable one, security provided by that digital sig-
nature is lower than what we assigned it [43].

Finally, we have had to take a certain standpoint when it comes to some security trade-
offs. One such tradeoff came up in our research and can serve as an example. The
bootloader code by Ledger is not released as open-source. They do not release this boot-
loader code in order to be able to verify the integrity of their products when users re-
ceived them. Because Ledger is not completely open source, we have not granted Ledger
the open-source capability but the partly open-source capability instead. Now, Trezor, is
completely open-source. They try to protect the integrity of their devices with a holo-
graphic sticker on the boxes of their devices. Arguably that method is less secure than
that of Ledger, but because we do not consider this problem specifically in our model,
Trezor receives a higher maturity level than Ledger does.

8.4 Practicality

Unfortunately, there are no available statistics on the number of users per wallet provider.
However, we did find a study by Statista4 in 2019 about the percentage of users that use
a certain wallet type. The study was performed in the Netherlands, where cryptocurrency
owners were asked what kind of wallet-type they used. Options were; a) online wallet

4www.Statista.com
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(web wallet, VCEP), b) software wallet, c) hardware wallet or d) other. The results of this
study can be seen below in fig. 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Percentage of users per wallet type (Exceeds 100% because of multiple answering options)

Source: www.statista.com/statistics/819039/cryptocurrency-wallets-used-in-the-netherlands-by-type/

Although we have chosen to divide providers differently, we can categorize the providers
we demonstrated our model on in hardware, software/mobile and web wallets. That cate-
gorization is displayed in table 8.1 below.

# Hardware wallets Maturity level Wallet type Average maturity level 7.5 Max. maturity 8
1 Trezor 8 Hardware
2 Ledger 7 Hardware
# Mobile & software wallets Maturity level Wallet type Average maturity level 3.25 Max. maturity 6
3 Greenadress 6 Mobile
4 Edge 5 Mobile
5 Coinomi 4 Mobile
6 Xapo 2 Mobile
7 Electrum 6 Software
8 Armory 1 Software
9 Bitcoin core 1 Software
10 Exodus 1 Software
# Web wallets Maturity level Wallet type Average maturity level 3.33 Max. maturity 4
11 BitGo 4 Web
12 Binance 4 Web
13 Digifinex 4 Web
14 BitMax 4 Web
15 OKEx 2 Web
16 Dobiexchange 2 Web

Table 8.1: Providers, maturity levels and wallet type
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According to the statistics provided by Statista 75% of all cryptocurrency owners use
web wallets. According to our model 6 of the most popular web wallets have an average
maturity level of 3.33, with a maximum maturity of 4. Mobile and software wallets, used
by 26% of all users, have an average maturity level of 3.25, although the software kinds
do lower the average by a lot. They have a maximum maturity of 6. Finally, hardware
wallets used by 13% of users have an average maturity level of 7.5 and a maximum ma-
turity of 8.

Now let us assume that all these users would use our model. 75% of all users could
potentially move from 3.33 to 8 which is an increase of 240% if their concern would be
security. Hardware wallets however, cost money. The best free option is one of the soft-
ware wallets, greenadress or Electrum have a maturity level of 6 which would still be an
increase of 180%.

The range in security between software wallets ranges from 1-6, which is a large range.
With our model investors could potentially move to the software wallets that offer better
security.

Still, these percentages only exist in a vacuum in which we only consider security,
which is unrealistic. Users do not only consider security when deciding which wallet
they use. Factors such as knowledge, usability and supported cryptocurrencies are very
important when deciding on which wallet provider to use. But with 40 million wallets
owned worldwide and steadily increasing, as can be seen in figure 8.2 below, even advis-
ing a small percentage could increase overall security significantly. This satisfies practical
potential and our research question regarding usability.

Figure 8.2: Number of cryptocurrency wallets

Source: www.statista.com/statistics/647374/worldwide-blockchain-wallet-users/
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8.5 Accumulation of information

Let us look at the different key process areas and where the data can be retrieved from
needed to assess them correctly.

# KPA Category Data accumulation

1 Authentication methods Technical Investors would need to create an account on the service and look at the
authentication protocols that have been put in place by the provider.

2 Encryption Technical

This key process area depends on the service either being open source or
releasing a statement on the encryption protocol that is used. A google search is
the most effective method to search for the used encryption in combination with
the standards we have listed. If the used encryption cannot be found assign the
first capability A.

3 Digital signature Technical Alike to encryption
4 Hashing function Technical Alike to digital signature and encryption.

5 Instruction Preventive
Investors would need to create an account on the service and look for hints, tips
or otherwise provided information on security. Look at a) amount of detail, b)
comprehensibility and c) repetition

6 Active development Technical (preventive)
Look at the download page, playstore page, github or update information on
social media. Look at how far apart the updates are and when the service was last
updated.

7 Open source Trust A google search will reveal the needed information.

8 Customer service Trust

Search for websites who provider ratings and read through the comments. Keep
in mind that there should be enough feedback before considering what is found.
Other sources where customer service is discussed are social media channels.
Finally, testing the customer service is a possibility.

9 Communication Trust Look at listed communication media. Look at a) amount of detail, b)
comprehensibility, c) communication interval

10 Collection of user data Preventive Investors would need to create an account on the service and look at the
information they need to provide before the service can be used.

11 Distribution of power Distribution of power

Generally, exchanges and custodians always have control over your private key.
There are however a few exceptions. Whenever the service notifies investors to
securely save private keys and warns them that without it they lose the control
over their crypto assets, they control their own private keys. In every other
situation, investors do not own their own private keys.

12 Experimental Experimental
Experiment security options is a flexible key process area that can be used to
assign additional maturity levels whenever a service does something new or very
different that our model does not cover.

13 Legislation Governance & Legislation Legislation can be studied on government websites which makes it easy to find.
However, legislation may be complex and thus hard to understand.

14 Governance Governance & Legislation The functioning of governing bodies is described by some international
organizations such as the FATF. Simply visit the website.

Table 8.2: KPAs and how to accumulate the necessary information to correctly asses them

Most of the key process areas as can be seen above can be found with a google search or
through a small number of trusted websites. The only category that could prove complex
is the technical category. However, we have considered this fact in our framework. Even
without information on technicalities a provider can reach maturity level 5. Gaining more
maturity levels requires a combination of key process areas that need the company to share
the way their business operates. We consider this level of investigation to be possible for
an investor. As such we consider our final goal satisfied and the corresponding research
question answered.

8.6 Suggestions for future research

First, there are key process areas that are generalized because of scope limitations in this
research. As such, future research could focus on any of the key process areas. Further
research could improve knowledge, adapt, change or add capabilities or key process areas
and increase the accuracy of the model.

We have constructed this model from, and for, an investor’s perspective. With addi-
tional research this model could be adapted to the perspective of a developer, corporate
risk analyst or even attacker. That way it could be used as a framework for developing se-
cure crypto asset safekeeping services. Moreover, it could be used to calculate risk when
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investing in a certain cryptocurrency5 or using a certain safekeeping provider.
Further research could also increase accuracy and add important key process areas that

we have discarded, if the researchers could gain information about the inner practices and
workings of providers. However, that inside knowledge is not available to investors them-
selves which removes the possibility for investors to use the model themselves.

One of the key process areas is the experimental security options key process area. It
was meant partly to assign maturity levels to exceptional security options and partly in
order to make the model more future proof and less rigid and functions much like the
Situational Factors introduced by Bekkers et. al [19]. Although we already discussed the
option for further research in the existing key process area, future proofing the model is
something else.

5https://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/
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Conclusion

The ecosystem of cryptocurrencies is relatively new and undiscovered, especially when
it comes to academics. In this research we have dissected the systems that are supposed
to keep investors’ crypto assets safe and secure. We have studied the components of these
systems, not neglecting to include the human, governance and attacker perspectives in
addition to the technical components. The undocumented nature of some of these per-
spectives have made it hard for us to structure our literature searches, instead leaning on
expert opinion. Experts, that, unfortunately, are scarce worldwide, not to mention in the
Netherlands.

Nevertheless, we have attempted to create a framework that satisfies the objectives of
a solution that we have established beforehand. Let us look at these objectives once more;
1) our framework should be of practical use by investors in the ecosystem, 2) informa-
tion needed to use our framework should be gatherable within reasonable means, 3) the
framework should provide a clear, high-level overview of the offered security. The third
objective, a clear, high-level overview has been satisfied by using the capability maturity
style. The model can be depicted on a single page and the maturity level indicates the
weakest link in security. A characteristic that translates to reality, where parties with ma-
licious intent focus on these weak links.

We have discussed our goals and sub research questions and consider them fulfilled. In
this research we phave presented our answer to the research question we set: How can we
model the security of a crypto asset safekeeping provider? We analyzed the strengths and
weaknesses, model accuracy and model validity and outlined the possibilities for future
research.
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Appendix A

Below the maturity model question list can be found.

# Question Category Answer
1 Uses location based validation Authentiation protocol Yes/No
2 Uses password Authentiation protocol Yes/No
3 Uses pincode Authentiation protocol Yes/No
4 Uses fingerprint recognition Authentiation protocol Yes/No
5 Uses iris recognition Authentiation protocol Yes/No
6 Uses security question Authentiation protocol Yes/No
7 Uses face recognition Authentiation protocol Yes/No
8 Uses voice recognition Authentiation protocol Yes/No
9 Uses SMS Authentiation protocol Yes/No
10 Uses one time password (Token) Authentiation protocol Yes/No
11 Uses one time password (Software) Authentiation protocol Yes/No
12 Uses Data encryption standard or equivalent Encryption Yes/No
13 Uses advanced encryption standard or equivalent Encryption Yes/No
14 Uses Rivest-Shamir-Adleman or equivalent for encryption Encryption Yes/No
15 Uses Rivest-Shamir-Adleman for digital signature Digital signature Yes/No
16 Uses digital signature standard Digital signature Yes/No
17 Uses elliptical digital signature standard Digital signature Yes/No
18 Uses MD5 or equivalent or older algorirthms Hashing Yes/No
19 Uses SHA-1 or equivalent Hashing Yes/No
20 Uses SHA-2 or equivalent Hashing Yes/No
21 Uses SHA-3 or equivalent Hashing Yes/No
22 No instruction on the dangers of social engineering Instruction Yes/No
23 Some instruction and repetition on the dangers of social engineering Instruction Yes/No
24 Instruction and repetition on the dangers of social engineering Instruction Yes/No
25 No development Active development Yes/No
26 Updated in the last 6 months Active development Yes/No
27 Updated every month Active development Yes/No
28 Open Source Open Source Yes/No
29 Lists all affiliates Communication Yes/No
30 Public API Open Source Yes/No
31 First name required Collection of user data Yes/No
32 Last name required Collection of user data Yes/No
33 Address required OCollection of user data Yes/No
34 E-mail required Collection of user data Yes/No
35 Phone number required Collection of user data Yes/No
36 Proof of residency required Collection of user data Yes/No
37 Proof of identity required Collection of user data Yes/No
38 Service controls private keys Distribution of power Yes/No
39 User controls private keys Distribution of power Yes/No
40 Multiple parties control private keys Distribution of power Yes/No
41 Uses experimental security options Experimental security options Yes/No
42 Experimental security option adds little security Experimental security options Yes/No
43 Experimental security option adds some security Experimental security options Yes/No
44 Experimental security option adds a lot security Experimental security options Yes/No

45 Is based in Botswana, Ghana, Ethiopia, Yemen, Tunisia, Syria, Republic of
Serbia, Iran, Pakistan, Sri Lanka or North Korea Governance & Legislation Yes/No

46 Is based in the United States, Bermuda, Malta, Japan, South Korea, Europe, the
United Kingdom or Canada Governance & Legislation Yes/No

47 Never communicated with users Communication Yes/No
48 Communicated with users last 6 months Communication Yes/No
49 Communicated with users this month Communication Yes/No
50 Released a roadmap Communication Yes/No
51 Has no customer service Customer service Yes/No
52 Has lacking customer service Customer service Yes/No
53 Has good customer service Customer service Yes/No

Table A.1: Maturity model question list
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Feature models

Figure B.1: 2-FA authentication using SMS feature model
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Figure B.2: 2-factor authentication feature model
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Figure B.3: Identification method fingerpint or PINcode
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Figure B.4: Pincode verification feature model
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Appendix C
Below are the tables with description of all investigated key process areas, their assigned
capability level and the description of the current situation. Below every table is the filled
in model that belongs to the service that has been reviewed.

Data: #1 Binance Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive

Users are prompted to check the website’s address before every
login. On registration users receive some extra instruction they
need to check off before being able to continue. Afterwards users
are strongly recommended to activate 2-FA using either SMS or
Authenticator, there is also an option to skip this step. Security
recommendations are shown above your profile every time you
login.

C

Collection of user data Preventive

Without KYC you are allowed to withdraw up to 2BTC every 24
hours. This may seem as if that is not a lot but BTC are the most
valuable cryptocurrency and represent on time of writing about
$18.000. If you want to be able to withdraw up to 100BTC a day
the exchange requires extensive KYC including first name, last
name, date of birth, address, postal code, city and coutary. It also
needs proof of ID and a picture of the users face in combination
with a legal letter.

B

Experimental security options Experimental Binance offers no experimental, cutting edge security options. A
Hashing Technical Data not available A
Encryption Technical Data not available A
Digital Signature Technical Data not available A

Authentication method Technical

Authentication is done by a combination of e-mail and password.
However, users are strongly prompted to enable 2-FA using either
SMS or authenticator when they register, there is an option to skip
this step but it is depicted in a corner in a very small font.

C

Active development Technical Binance is monitored continuously and updated regularly. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Binance controls the private keys, users do not. A

Open source Trust Binance is not open source. A

Customer service Trust Extensive FAQ, specialized twitter account, fast help and barely
any negative reviews on the internet C

Communication Trust Regular updates on facebook, twitter, telegram, blog. D

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Company is based in Tokyo, Japan which has advanced
legislation. C

Governance Governance &
legislation

Company is based in Tokyo, Japan. Governance in Japan is
optimized. C

Maturity level

Extensive repeated instruction. No KYC up to 2btc/24h. 2-FA,
but unfortunately supports SMS. Customer service and
communication are extensive and intuitive. Japan is known to be
a frontrunner in the cryptocurrency ecosystem

4

Maturity score 93

Table C.1: Binance review

Figure C.1: Binance Model
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Data: # 2 OKEx.com Category Description Capability level
Instruction Preventive Barely any instruction on registration, only on how to trade. A
Collection of user data Preventive Extensive KYC, can’t trade without it. A
Experimental security options Experimental OKEx offers no experimental, cutting edge security options. A
Hashing Technical Data not available A
Encryption Technical Data not available A
Digital Signature Technical Data not available A

Authentication method Technical
Authentication is done by a combination of e-mail and password.
Users can enable 2-FA by either SMS or Authenticator. You are only
prompted to enable either when you visit the account safety tab.

B

Active development Technical OKEx is monitored continuously and updated regularly. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power OKEx controls the private keys, users do not. A

Open source Trust OKEx is not open source. A

Customer service Trust
No FAQ, There are facebook and twitter accounts names OKEx
support, but they are not linked to from the website and have very few
likes/follows. Ticket seems like the main/only way of contacting them.

B

Communication Trust Regular updates on facebook, twitter. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation

OKex is based in Malta. The legislation concerning cryptocurrencies
in Malta is optimized. C

Governance Governance &
legislation OKex is based in Malta. Governance in Malta can be considered good. C

Maturity level
Barely any instruction. Extensive KYC. Lacking authentication
protocol. Lacking customer service. Legislation is not up-to-date.
Governance in Kuala Lumpur is decent.

2

Maturity score 69

Table C.2: Okex.com review

Figure C.2: Okex Model
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Data: #3 DigiFinex.com Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive Some instruction, when you go to user profile there are repeated
hints on security. B

Collection of user data Preventive Can withdraw up to 1BTC ($9.000) per 24 hours. In order to
withdraw more there is extensive KYC. B

Experimental security options Experimental Digifinex offers no experimental, cutting edge security options. A
Hashing Technical Data not available A
Encryption Technical Data not available A
Digital Signature Technical Data not available A

Authentication method Technical
Authentication is done by e-mail, password and OTP e-mail codes
on every login. 2-FA is strongly recommended and does only
support Authenticator and no SMS.

D

Active development Technical Digifinex is monitored continuously and updated regularly. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Digifinex controls the private keys, users do not. A

Open source Trust OKEx is not open source. A

Customer service Trust There is a FAQ. Help center does not link to Twitter, Facebook or
other social media options. Only a ticket option available. B

Communication Trust Regular updates on facebook, twitter, Telegram and notice board. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Company is based in Singapore, Signapore where the legislation
on the cryptocurrency ecosystem is good but not optimal (yet). C

Governance Governance &
legislation

Company is based in Singapore, Singapore where governance is
considered good. C

Maturity level

Instructs users, but could do better. Allows users to make use of
the exchange without extensive KYC to an extent. Secure
authentication protocol. Customer service seems decent.
Singapore has no up-to-date legislation yet, but will have one in
the near future.

4

Maturity score 83

Table C.3: DigiFinex.com review

Figure C.3: Digifinex Model
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Data: # 4 DOBI
exchange.com Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive No instruction on registration, no repeated instruction. A
Collection of user data Preventive Extensive KYC A
Experimental security options Experimental DOBI exchange offers no experimental, cutting edge security options. A
Hashing Technical Data not available A
Encryption Technical Data not available A
Digital Signature Technical Data not available A

Authentication method Technical Authentication is done by e-mail, password 2-FA is optional and does only
support Authenticator and no SMS. B

Active development Technical DOBI is monitored continuously and updated regularly. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power DOBI controls the private keys, users do not. A

Open source Trust DOBI is not open source. A

Customer service Trust There is a small FAQ. Help is hidden somewhere at the bottom and redirects
back to the FAQ. Not even a ticket option, just an e-mail address. B

Communication Trust Regular updates on facebook, twitter, Telegram and notice board. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Company is based in Hongkong, China where the legislation on the
cryptocurrency ecosystem is not yet up-to-date. Country is not mentioned
on the website, only on social media. No address.

B

Governance Governance &
legislation Company is based in China, where governance is all right. B

Maturity level No instruction for users. Extensive KYC. Lacking authentication protocol.
Lacking customer support. No address. 2

Maturity score 68

Table C.4: DOBI exchange.com review

Figure C.4: Dobi exchange Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: # 5 Bitmax.io Category Description Capability level
Instruction Preventive No instruction on registration, no repeated instruction. A

Collection of user data Preventive Can withdraw up to 2BTC ($18.000) per 24 hours. In order to withdraw
more there is extensive KYC B

Experimental security options Experimental Bitmax offers no experimental, cutting edge security options. A
Hashing Technical Data not available A
Encryption Technical Data not available A
Digital Signature Technical Data not available A

Authentication method Technical
Authentication is done by e-mail, password. 2-FA is required for
withdrawals, changes of password and other security settings and only
support authenticator.

D

Active development Technical Bitmax is monitored continuously and updated regularly. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Bitmax controls the private keys, users do not. A

Open source Trust Bitmax is not open source. A

Customer service Trust There is a FAQ. Help center does not link to Twitter, Facebook or other
social media options. Only a ticket option available. B

Communication Trust Regular updates on facebook, twitter, Telegram and notice board. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Company is based in Switzerland a country that adheres to the EU AML
laws. C

Governance Governance &
legislation Company is based in Switzerland where governance is considered good. C

Maturity level

Could definitely instruct their users on safety more. Most technical details
are unknown to outsiders. Has control over their users private keys, so a
target for hacks and insiders. Customer service could be increased. Allows
use of exchange without KYC, relatively safe authentication protocol.

4

Maturity score 82

Table C.5: Bitmax review

Figure C.5: Bitmax Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: # 6 BitGo Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive

Users receive immediate feedback on the strength of their passwords. Users
are prompted with different choices when creating a backup key, users are
instructed on the differences in security. If an user chooses to keep their
own private and backup key they are shared via pdf. There are extensive
instructions on safety in the key pdf. Users are prompted to save their keys
securely, offline.

C

Collection of user data Preventive

There is no extensive KYC. You can use the wallet without providing
address, legal ID or photo ID. You are prompted to give your name and
e-mail address, but since users do not need to verify this it is possible to use
the service more or less anonymously.

C

Experimental security options Experimental BitGo offers no experimental, cutting edge security options. A

Hashing Technical BitGo uses SHA-512 when generating master keys. SHA-512 is part of the
SHA-2 family B

Encryption Technical BitGo encrypts user data using json web encryption (AES-128 [108]) B
Digital Signature Technical BitGo uses ECDSA. B

Authentication method Technical Authentication is done by e-mail, password and Authenticator (token). This
is the minimum. D

Active development Technical Bitmax is monitored continuously and updated regularly. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power

When making use of the BitGo custody service they have control over your
private keys. A

Open source Trust BitGo is not entirely open source, but has a github with a public SDK and
API. B

Customer service Trust Extensive FAQ. Ticket option. B
Communication Trust Regular updates on Twitter, some blogposts. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation Company is based in California, USA. Legislation in the USA is good. C

Governance Governance &
legislation Company is based in California, USA. Governance in the USA is good. C

Maturity level 4
Maturity score 99

Table C.6: BitGo review

Figure C.6: BitGo Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: #7 Xapo Category Description Capability level
Instruction Preventive Hardly any instruction on safety. A
Collection of user data Preventive Extensive KYC, need ID and photo. A
Experimental security options Experimental Xapo does not use experimental security options. A
Hashing Technical Data unavailable. A
Encryption Technical Data unavailable. A
Digital Signature Technical Data unavailable. A

Authentication method Technical Authentication is done by e-mail, password and PINcode. You can even log
in by using facebook or google. B

Active development Technical Xapo is monitored continuously and updated regularly. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power

When making use of the Xapo custody service they have control over your
private keys. A

Open source Trust Xapo is not open source. A
Customer service Trust Extensive FAQ. Ticket option. B
Communication Trust Regular updates on Twitter, some blogposts. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Company is based in Zurich Switzerland. Legislation in Switzerland is
good. C

Governance Governance &
legislation

Company is based in Zurich Switzerland. Governance in Switzerland is
good. C

Maturity level 2
Maturity score 77

Table C.7: Xapo review

Figure C.7: Xapo Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: #8 Trezor Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive
Instruction on what the hologprahic sticker should look like, instruction on
making a pin code, instruction on what to do with the seeds to recover the
wallet if anything happens.

C

Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C
Experimental security options Experimental The hardware itself is purely specialized equipment. B
Hashing Technical Trezor uses SHA-256. B
Encryption Technical Trezor uses AES-256. C
Digital Signature Technical Trezor uses ECDSA. C

Authentication method Technical Trezor requires users to have the physical device. The device needs a 9 digit
pin code. A password is needed when connecting to a computer. D

Active development Technical Trezor is developed actively and any weaknesses are fixed as soon as
possible. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Trezor allows users full control over their private keys. C

Open source Trust Trezor is open source. C

Customer service Trust Extensive FAQ. Ticket option. Community support. Active on Reddit,
Facebook, Twitter and GitHub. C

Communication Trust Regular updates on Twitter, Facebook and website. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation

SatoshiLabs is based in Prague, Czech replublic. Legislation in the EU is
good. C

Governance Governance &
legislation

SatoshiLabs is based in Prague, Czech replublic. Governance in the EU is
good. C

Maturity level 8
Maturity score 119

Table C.8: Trezor review

Figure C.8: Trezor Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: # 9 Ledger Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive Instruction on making a pin code, instruction on what to do with the seeds
to recover the wallet if anything happens. C

Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C

Experimental security options Experimental Although pushing the boundaries of tech, there is nothing we can really call
experimental. A

Hashing Technical Ledger uses SHA-256. B
Encryption Technical Ledger uses AES-256. C
Digital Signature Technical Ledger uses ECDSA. C

Authentication method Technical
Ledger requires users to have the physical device. The device needs a 4-8
pin code. Additionally a password is needed when connecting to a
computer.

D

Active development Technical Ledger is developed actively and any weaknesses are fixed as soon as
possible. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Ledger allows users full control over their private keys. C

Open source Trust Ledger is partly open source, but the bootloader is not. B

Customer service Trust
Extensive FAQ. Ticket option. Community support. Active on Reddit,
Facebook, Twitter and GitHub. Active customer support on Twitter during
work hours.

C

Communication Trust Regular updates on Twitter, Facebook and website. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation Ledger is based in Paris, France. Legislation in the EU is good. C

Governance Governance &
legislation Ledger is based in Paris, France. Governance in the EU is good. C

Maturity level 7
Maturity score 117

Table C.9: Ledger review

Figure C.9: Ledger Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: #10 Exodus Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive No Instruction without looking for it hard. When taking a look at your
private keys there is a warning. A

Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C
Experimental security options Experimental Nothing experimental. A
Hashing Technical Exodus does not hash anything, there are no security options. A
Encryption Technical Exodus does not encrypt anything. A
Digital Signature Technical Exodus uses ECDSA. C
Authentication method Technical There is no authentication. A
Active development Technical Exodus is updated once every two weeks. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Exodus allows users full control over their private keys. C

Open source Trust Exodus is not open source. A
Customer service Trust Extensive FAQ. Ticket option. Active on Facebook, Twitter and Slack. B
Communication Trust Regular updates on Twitter, Facebook and website.. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Exodus movement inc. is based in the US. Legislation in the US is top
notch. D

Governance Governance &
legislation

Exodus movement inc. is based in the US. Governance in the US is top
notch. C

Maturity level 1
Maturity score 90

Table C.10: Exodus review

Figure C.10: Exodus Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: #11 Electrum Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive

Instructions to only download from a single source, warnings about older
versions. Digital signature in PGP format included to verify download.
Seed is not copyable, need to re-enter it, instruction on safekeeping.
Instruction on password creation.

C

Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C
Experimental security options Experimental A lot of instruction and safety measures, but nothing experimental. A
Hashing Technical Seed keys are hashed using SHA-256. B
Encryption Technical Electrum encrypts seeds and private keys using AES-256. C
Digital Signature Technical Electrum uses ECDSA. C
Authentication method Technical 2 factor or even multisig. 2-FA using an authenticator. C

Active development Technical Electrum receives a major update every 3 months, with smaller updates in
between. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Electrum allows users full control over their private keys. C

Open source Trust Electrum is open source. C
Customer service Trust Extensive FAQ, help through Twitter. B
Communication Trust Regular updates on Twitter, GitHub and website. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation Electrum is based in the US. Legislation in the US is good. C

Governance Governance &
legislation Electrum is based in the US. Governance in the US is good. C

Maturity level 6
Maturity score 115

Table C.11: Electrum review

Figure C.11: Electrum Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: #12 Bitcoin Core Category Description Capability level
Instruction Preventive No instructions on safety. A
Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C
Experimental security options Experimental Nothing. A
Hashing Technical No hashing A
Encryption Technical No encryption A
Digital Signature Technical Bitcoin core uses ECDSA. C
Authentication method Technical No authentication. A

Active development Technical Bitcoin core receives a major update every 2 months, with smaller updates
in between. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Bitcoin core allows users full control over their private keys. C

Open source Trust Bitcoin core is open source. C
Customer service Trust No specialized FAQ, referred to general forums B
Communication Trust Some updates on Twitter and RSS feed. B

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Bitcoin core is developed purely open source, but the domain is in hands of
Martti Malmi who is Finnish. Legislation in the EU is good. C

Governance Governance &
legislation

Bitcoin core is developed purely open source, but the domain is in hands of
Martti Malmi who is Finnish. Governance in the EU is good. C

Maturity level 1
Maturity score 92

Table C.12: Bitcoin Core review

Figure C.12: Bitcoin core Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: #13 Armory Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive Advanced instruction on all safety options, methods of saving the
passphrase and backing up your wallet. C

Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C

Experimental security options Experimental

Encryption can be selected on the time and space you wish it to be. Longer
times and more space means better encryption. Wallets can be made watch
only, so they do not store private keys but can be used to verify transactions.
Amory allows for settings to use Armory over the Tor-Network.

B

Hashing Technical Armory uses SHA-256. B
Encryption Technical Armory uses AES with varying bit size depending on what the user wants. C
Digital Signature Technical Armory uses ECDSA. C

Authentication method Technical Typically just a password, but Armory allows for multisig wallets spread
over multiple devices and offline signing of transactions. C

Active development Technical Armory has last been updated over a year ago. A

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Armory allows users full control over their private keys. C

Open source Trust Armory is open source. C
Customer service Trust An FAQ a bit on the small side. There is no e-mail, only an IRC channel. B
Communication Trust Updates on the website B

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Armory technologies inc. is a company based in the US. However they
discontinued their work on armory, which is now in the hands of the
community.

C

Governance Governance &
legislation

Armory technologies inc. is a company based in the US. However they
discontinued their work on armory, which is now in the hands of the
community.

C

Maturity level 1
Maturity score 100

Table C.13: Armory review

Figure C.13: Armory Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data:#14 Edge Category Description Capability level
Instruction Preventive Hardly any instruction. A
Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C
Experimental security options Experimental Hiding of master private keys at any time. B
Hashing Technical Edge uses Scrypt. C
Encryption Technical Edge uses AES-256. C
Digital Signature Technical Edge uses ECDSA. C

Authentication method Technical
Edge uses an username & password combination, and a PINcode to relogin
within an hour of signing out. Optional 2-FA. Of course the mobile device
is needed as well.

C

Active development Technical Edge is updated once a month. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Edge allows users full control over their private keys. C

Open source Trust Edge is open source. C
Customer service Trust No FAQ in app, but dedicated support via telephone. C
Communication Trust Updates on the google play store and on the website. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation

Edge is based in California, in the United States where legislation can be
considered good. C

Governance Governance &
legislation

Edge is based in California, in the United States where governance can be
considered good. C

Maturity level 5
Maturity score 118

Table C.14: Edge review

Figure C.14: Edge Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: #15 Coinomi Category Description Capability level

Instruction Preventive Instruction on keeping your master seed, what to do with it and what
happens when you lose it. A

Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C

Experimental security options Experimental

Users are prompted to save their master seed, then re-enter it to make sure
they have it saved. However, re-entering is not done by keyboard but by
clicking the words which are placed on the screen which avoids the master
seed being key-logged. Still vulnerable to screen logging however

B

Hashing Technical Coinomi uses SHA-256 according to BIP39 to hash the master seed. B
Encryption Technical Coinomi uses AES-256. C
Digital Signature Technical Coinomi uses ECDSA. C
Authentication method Technical A password is used. Optional to replace with PIN or fingerprint. C
Active development Technical Coinomi is updated once a month. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power Coinomi allows users full control over their private keys. C

Open source Trust Coinomi does not seem to be open source, debatable. B
Customer service Trust No FAQ in app, but dedicated support via telephone. B
Communication Trust Updates on the google play store and on the website. B

Legislation Governance &
legislation Coinomi is based in the EU-part of Cyprus, which has good legislation. C

Governance Governance &
legislation Coinomi is based in the EU-part of Cyprus, which has good governance. C

Maturity level 4
Maturity score 102

Table C.15: Coinomi review

Figure C.15: Coinomi Model
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APPENDIX C.

Data: #16 Greenadress Category Description Capability level
Instruction Preventive Some instruction on writing down the master seed and keeping it safe. B
Collection of user data Preventive No KYC at all. C

Experimental security options Experimental Master seed is entered using randomly generated on screen words you need
to touch. Optional PGP support for any e-mails. B

Hashing Technical Greenadress uses SHA-256 according to BIP39 to hash the master seed. B
Encryption Technical Greenadress uses AES-256. C
Digital Signature Technical Greenadress uses ECDSA. C

Authentication method Technical Greenadress requires 2-FA, but supports e-mail and SMS in addition to
authenticator and calls. C

Active development Technical Greenadress is updated once a month. C

Distribution of power Distribution of
power

Greenadress allows users full control over their private keys, and supports
multisig. D

Open source Trust Greenadress is an open source. C
Customer service Trust No FAQ in app but FAQ on website, Twitter and e-mail. B
Communication Trust Updates on the google play store and on the website. C

Legislation Governance &
legislation Greenadress is based in Malta, which has good legislation. D

Governance Governance &
legislation Greenadress is based in Malta, which has good governance. C

Maturity level 6
Maturity score 127

Table C.16: Greenadress review

Figure C.16: Greenadress Model
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